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INTRODUCTION 
In many ill-considered lives, the appraising 
eye may find pages whereon matter of great interest is 
written. Thus with the recent discoveries of the 
wealth of materia l for artistic and intellectual develop-
ment in the life, ma.nners and customs of the Negro and 
his unique contribution to American self-consciousness. 
Louis Untermeyer .in his book, American Poetry 
to Whitman s ays : 11 \'{hen one cons iders t hat t h e natives 
of the Dark Continent came to this country with no trace 
of Western culture, one is all · the more impressed by 
the extent of the Neg1·o 's contribution. He ha s revo-
lutionized the European art of the dance, rejuvenated 
its sculpture, given America its only native music. 
And , taking the white man's myths, he ha s given it back 
in intrinsic songs, bJ.'idging the gul f between the races. 11 
Great emotional waves may not be stirred by 
taking co gnizance of' the performance of the Negro in 
the field of poetry, for though h e possesses t he inn~te 
powers for litera r y production, mos t of the intellectual 
energy of the Negro is enga ged in the bitter r ace con-
flict. Yet he has produced literature, much of whi ch 
VII 
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has been f ound t o be of unsuspected high ·calibre. He 
is the heir of Anglo-Saxon cultu~e, he ha s been nurtured 
in the same spiritual soil as his contemporary of the 
white race, the same tradi t i ons of l angua.ge, form, imagery, 
and idea are his. Everything possible ha s been done to 
stamp out his ovm Af rican traditions and native p rop ensities, 
therefore, let no unreasona ble demand be laid upon these 
Negro rhymers. 
Something distinctive and something uni quely 
si gnifi cant mC1.y be discerned in these verse productions, 
however, to revvard the perusal. It may be that one 
discovers, that, after all, a wonderful likeness r ather 
than an unlikeness to the poetry of oth er r a ces looks 
f orth from t h e poetry of thes e black singers. 
CHAPTER I 
Jungl e Heritage : The Folk-poetry of Africa 
I want to hear the chant ing 
Around a heathen fire 
Of a strange black race. 
Heritage 
Contra r y to common belief, when f i rst encountered 
by Europeans the natives of Africa were found to posse ss 
some degree of development. There were savage cannibal 
tribes to be sure, but not all of Africa could be char acter-
ized as savage. An unbiased study of primitive socia l 
orga niza tion leads usually to a much more r espectful con-
ception of that sens e of law a ppar ently inherent in the 
human r a ce. 
The d iscoveries of archaeologists showed an 
African culture a lmost unknown. The city of Timbuctoo 
is a singl e reminder of a civiliza tion ancient and as ad-
vanced as any of its time. Of the ancient lost glory of 
Africa not very much is known but traces of high degre e s 
of culture, pa rticularly of the culture of Islam hav e 
been found in startling pl aces. 
1 
The native African is a member of a tribe or 
clan. There are numerous tribes in Africa each sneak-
ing a diffe r ent d ialect each with its own customs , r e -
ligibus rites and practises many varying in stature as 
the Pygmies or "Little People", varying also in color 
from the tawny Iboe to the black Zulu, and varying in 
culture as the educated Moor in the north to the savage 
canniba l tribes of Central Africa. The gr eat conti-
n ent then was composed of a great many different and 
distinct units, each having nothing in common with the 
other. 
The culture of Africa was an agrarian one. 
They were herdsmen who counted their wealth in cattle. 
They had a clearly defined political system abounding 
in laws as to the kingdom, the village, the household, 
marriage, the inheritance, transmission and exchange of 
property and crime and punishment. 
vThy, we may well ask, when in the 11high spots" 
of native at t ainment, history t ells of black kingdoms 
and empires, prosperous trading cities and merchant towns 
possessing in some respects almost as high a civilization 
as the walled towns of feudal Europe - why has the Black 
race as a whole r emained so primitive in Africa? 
2 
Accord ing to Dr . DuBois , t he main ce.use lie s 
in the topography of the country ·which pres ents f ew 
barriers between ad joining tribes. Tossing waves of 
migratory peopl e s caused f r equent decimating warfare. 
The taking of capt ives gave rise to a native slave trade 
which ut terly d i srupted local ach ievement and advance. 
Another cause f or s tagna tion of native culture lay in 
the enervating climate in many parts of the continent. 
The wi despread havoc caused by European slave trade and 
the subsequent exploita tion of native Africa brought 
such destruction tha t a r a ce less har dy would have per-
ished. 
Yet, in s pite of conques t, s l avery, oppression 
a nd exploitation; in spite of strange new d iseas es that 
sweep in death-dealing epidemics t hrough villages and 
communiti es; in spite of the introduction of al cohol a nd 
the demoralization and disintegrat ion that a l ways follow) 
the black r a ce s tead ily increases . European inf luence 
wrought this good to the African; it ha s pr a ctically 
abolished the decimation of intertribal warfare. 
Black Africa ha s a population of about t wo 
hundred million souls. In the western hemisphere the 
black population of South America numbers nine and 
3 
4 
one-half million, and in North America there are some 
eighteen million of which twelve million o.well in the 
United States. Seventy per c ent of the population of 
the West Indies is colored; colored, too, is sixty-four 
per cent of the pe ople of Bermuda. All in all there 
are close to three hundred million black people scattered 
by the slave trade throughout the world. Surely this 
race should evoke serious consideration. 
The soul of a race is expressed in its art 
and only through its art can we grasp its meaning. It 
has be en said that the Negro has made no great contribution 
to art. Whether or no this statement is true it is not 
this writer's intention to discuss. Suffice it to say 
however that no branch of the arts exists tha t has not 
be en vitalized and enriched by the black man. 
11Art is the imperishable legacy of a people; 
its influence, caught up and t r ansmitted to other generations 
1 
and cl ifferent lands, is like an unending vibration. n 
There is usually a powerful dramatic s ens e in 
people who live a s a part of the el emental drama of Mot her 
Nature whose passions lie at the root of all being . Prim-
itive man, drawing sustenance from the bosom of the earth 
1. Natalie CurtfsBurlin, Son5 s and }?afestrom-the Dark 
Continent, p. 8 
and filling his lungs with the breath of the open sky, ex-
presses life in l a rge gesture and in symbols tha t link 
5 
human existence with cosmic forces. The off ering of p rayer 
through the dance and the invocation as t he exorcising of 
sp irits with song - all this is essential drama and an im-
portant part of African life. The soul-stirring , fiery 
war songs, the tencl er, throbbing love s onr::;s, t he melancholy 
beauty of the laments are ful k-art creatiOns rich in rhythm 
and beauty of cadence. Not only in metrical form does the 
native of the Dark Continent express his poetry. His 
proverbs, terse, epi grammatic and full of ha rd-headed logic 
are poignant with metaphor such as 11We weep in our hearts 
as the tortoise", or: "It is bet t er to walk than to grow 
angry with the road 11 ; or again: 11 The lynx says - I am fleet 
2 
of foot but the plains say- We are wide." 
Mot her - the generic human mot her, figures in 
many of the African song poems a s an exclamation. Man i s 
thought of as a child, calling in time of need and distress 
upon her who comforts and soothes and whose hel p will neve r 
fail. Hothert is the cry of a f amine-threatened pe ople 
who face death. Mother! is the lament of a wi d ow for whom 
all other solace is vain. The following song of lamentation 
2. Natalie Curtis Burlin, op. cit., p. -T4- ---
was sung by a woman who lived at the mouth of the Zambesi 
River and who was the beloved and only wife of a man 
named Balanku. This poem is a clear example of tha t 
simple d.irectness and ungarnished naturalness which seems 
to characterize native verse. 
Chililo or Lament p . 7 
Md i no muwanco pi 
Inga Balanku, Ma i 
Md i no muwanco p i 
Inga Balanku Mai 
Mai, mai, ma i 
Wa kundi zisa ko zakanu ka 
Zese izi ndaku zewa na 
Wa kunda vonesu kudakula 
l'viai 
Inga Balanku 
Mai, mai, mai 
Zese izi zandi gumila 
Hwa volumbo hwangu wha ndoza 
Inini ndu siwa ndoza 
Mai 
Inga Balanku 
Mai, mai, mal 
Inga Balanltu 
Where shall I find one 
Like to Balanku, Mother 
Lilr.e to Balanku, Mother? 
He it was who brought me into goodly things. 
All these in truth I d i d possess. 
Through him my husband, I beheld great j oy . 
None like Balanku, ~.1other, none like Bal anku. 
Now all these sorrows have befallen me 
And the great misery is mine alone 
By myself, thus weeping , I am l eft alone. 
6 
None like Balanku, Mother, none like Balanku. 3 
Not ice the simple d i gnity of the plaint. A solemn 
majestic note characterizes these funeral songs . This is 
·---- --------
also characteristic of the American Negro funeral chant 
as we shall see in a later chapter. 
When a pe rson die s, the people notify the chief 
and the body is buried the next day. Friends gather and 
a procession bears the body_ to a grove and there the grave 
is dug. There is no mourning during burial for the 
"Chililo" or Ceremony of Lamentations does not begin until 
the next day. Those who accompanied the body to the 
grave, r eturn the next day to the kraa l and there remain 
until the ceremony is over. 
At dawn the next day a sound of wailing is 
heard in the distance; the friends are now gathering for 
the ceremony, lamenting as they come. If the dead be a 
man, the wi dow lifts h er voice and answers the lamentations 
of the ap9roaching friends, while her relatives who were 
with her at the burial also begin to mourn. With sobs 
between the d.ifferent exclamations the people wail: 
"0 Motherl" "What distressl" "We are l eft alone ." The 
mourning l as ts two or three days according to the circum-
stances and character of the one cl.ead. All the mourners 
receive the hospitality of the family of the dead. On 
the last day a feast is h eld. 
Ceremonies such as t he se produced many beautiful 
7 
laments similar to the one quoted above. In many instances 
many of the chants were trad itiona l being hnnded down from 
preceding generat i ons of mourners. However, often, as was 
the case in the song quoted, the bereaved poured out his 
own sorrow in words of his own choosing. 
Curiously enough it is a mong the laments and the 
love songs t hat we find the most beautiful examples of 
folk-poetry. Yet is it not equally true that the most 
beautiful thing s we have in literature concern thems ~lves 
with Love or Death? 
The love songs a re compos ed chiefly by men, 
though occasionally a women will sing of the strength and 
beauty of her loved one . These songs are the expression 
of the ind ividual f eeling of their authors. If a lover, 
in the stress of his pas s ion, compos e s a very beautiful 
song it soon become s popular and is sung by every one. 
The following song is from the Zulu tribe. A 
Zulu youth may never go to see the maid he is wooing in he r 
h ome , for it is a gains t the custom. However h e hides near 
her dwelling and meets her ·wh en she goa s to fetch water or 
fruit. 
youth. 
While hid ing , many a new song i s composed by the 
Here is a love song , undoubtedly the fruit of the 
a ctual experience of the poe t who poured out his s ong with 
8 
no thought of a listener . Its mystery is perhaps its 
greatest charm, for as emotional and impre s s ionist ic 
poetry it appeals vividly t o the imagina tion. 
The youth sees a g roup of mc,idens coming up from 
the South from the country below the stream carrying water 
j a rs to fill them at the lake. The sight is so be autiful 
9 
tha t it seems to him as if they held all the pain of lovers 
in their jars. When they reach the l ake and stoop to 
draw he speaks . At first they scatter his pain ancl fill 
him wi th hope . As h e nears h owever, they mock him. The 
11 Troubl er" Long ing, now seizes him and trembles within him. 
Ngi hla ngen e nento mbi za se nza nsi, 
Zi t we l e ugeu nsulu nge si kwente l a , 
Za f i ka eci bini za lu pa lu za; 
Wa fi ka , Unog qaqua wa qa qazela. 
Ngi ka pe Noz quoqa, ngiye kweli pezulu 
Ngo fu na inta mbi enhl iziyo nga yinye; 
Amanye anhliziym nga mbili. 
"I saw some maidens coming from the Southland 
Who se water-jars were filled with pain of lovers. 
They came unto the lake and poured the pain out; 
Then came to me the Troubler, came and trembled . 
0 Troubl er, crive me northward, to the upper country 
To s eek a maid of singl e heart and faithful-
For the heart of these is false and doubl e 1 11 4 
The West is a mystical place which no one has 
ever reached. It is the place of vanish ing l ight, where 
hope cties. In Zulu it come s from the word 11 tshona" which 
4.Natalie Curtis Burlin, op. eft., p .75 
means "to sink" and is used for the sinking sun in t he 
west. If a Zulu says a person ha s gone to the 11West 11 it 
means t h e per s on i s never seen again. If a ma i d says to 
her lover - ' Go to the We s t' he understand s that she is 
send ing h i m away. In Sou th Africa death is announced 
with the expr ession 11 u shoni le 11 "he ha s s e t 11 likening 
the life of man to the sun. This poetic means of ex-
pression is cons i d ered more respectful t han the blunt 
11 he ha s d ied." This expr ession "gone We s t 11 was u s ed in 
t h e Wor ld War. 
The following song i s one sung by sorrowful 
Zulu maidens whose lover s have been killed in one of the 
frequent tribal battles. 
Uda li use l e e matsho n 
Uye ematsho na ule ematshon 
Udali uhamba ematshon 
Kasne unenga ne encane 
Udali uhambra ematshon 
Yeha mtakwetu us el e ematshon 
Udali uhamba ematshon 
Awu ye l elema mt Awu y e l el eman! 
f:/I.y darling stayed in the West , 
Westward. faring , he slept in the We s t. 
My darling walked toward t he We st 
Slow, thinking of hi s little one , 
My darling stayed in t he West; 
He , my beloved , h e s tayed in t he We s t; 
!·:TY da rling slep t in the West. 
Ala s, a l as! Ala s, a last5 
Th e love of the African mother for her child is 
10 
- -·- -·------
5. Natalie Curt i s Bur lin, op . cit., p .74 
11 
as strong as i s the native feeling of dependence upon he~ 
whose affections are unchang ing. Like all primitive 
mothers t he African woman carries her baby on h er back so 
that her hands may be free for their many duties. Thus 
the child is the constant companion of the mother who rare -
ly leaves it except to do some distant task as laboring 
in the fields or to gather fruit or berries. The rocking 
rhythm here is typical of lullabies all over the world. 
There is more than a hint of "Bye Baby Bunting" in this 
song. This little poem is absolutely even in rhythm, 
definite in form and melodious of line. 
Lullaby 
0 tula, nmtwa na , 0 tula 
Unyo ko als:amu ko 
Use le ezental e ni 
Uhlu skwa izigwe gwe 
Iwat 
0 tula, mntwa na, 0 tula 
Unyo ko u ze zoba, ya 
Okupate le in to en hle 
Iwat 
0 hush thee baby, 0 hush the e ; 
Thy mother is not with thee 
She tarried in the mountains 
The zig-zag trail hath held her. 
Iwa! 
0 hush thee, baby, 0 hush thee 
Thy mother soon is coming 
She'll bring thee pretty berrie s 
Iwa1 6 
6 . Natalie Curtis Burlin, op . cit., p . 67 
Among the oldest trad itional songs are the war 
song s. They are a lso the most sacred. They are com-
posed by warriors and. the l eading men of the tribe. 
The following song was sung before a bat t l e and 
also at the inaugural of a king where the people express 
their loyalty and readiness to fight for their ruler. 
12 
As a prelude to battle it was accompanied by the war dance 
with its defiant and terrifying gestures. 
To understand its meaning, one must be familiar 
with the native fi gure of speech. In Zululand, great 
gullies, sometimes d ry and sometimes water filled at the 
bottom appear in the land.. Being sudden rifts in the 
ground, they are almost imperceptible until one come s 
close on them. Hence, a man in the h eat of the battle 
might easily step over the brink and fall into the gully. 
Thus, t he phras e in the first vers e - Do I fear the gully 
wall ha s a very real significance. The phrase 11 to d ie 
in the man's pit" means death even as an a nima l walks into 
the pit of the hunter. The followins song was sung even 
before the white man put foot on the continent. 
War Song 
Senge suba naku pi we makasi? 
Senge siyu ukuvrelu odonge ni? 
Tina siyu hlushwa nya bezi zwe no? 
Awa y e l elemamat 
Ye ka inga n e enca ne ye nkosl 
Le si bon wu ngu bezi zwe na 
Li zo du na 11 mutu te 
Nos e ku de po lu ye nko si 
Awa ye l el emamal 
Ye ka inga ne enca n e y e nkosl 
Fear I aught, what fear I, ye hostile kings? 
Fear I aught, fear I the gully-wall? 
And shall we be troubled by these hostile 
strangers? 
Woe to theml 
Trouble not ye, the child of kings. 
Are we watched by enemies and strangers 
Then our lightening shall strike them 
Strike and take them captive, yea KingJ 
WOe to themt 
Shall we fear to die in the man pit? 
Trouble not y e the Child of Kings. 7 
This vigorous stirring bit of defiant verse is 
perfect in form and outline. 
The children had their songs which they sang in 
their play. The following is a jolly bit sung by the 
children playing in the rain. African boys and girls love 
to hunt bull frog s especially those with the r ed breasts. 
They spear them with sharp painted sticks and bear them 
proudly home. Roasted frogs are considered quite a 
7. Natalie Curtis Burlin, op. cit., p. 66 
13 
delica.cy. In the following s ong the childr en call on 
the re,in drops to pour down until all the pools a re full. 
"Toto" is the i mita tion of t h e sound of the r a in much as 
we use "tap tap ", or "drip drop" to imitate the sound of 
the water. 
Child 1 s Song 
Toto lile 
Moole. ngaine 
Tota lile 
Moola ngaine 
Toto l i l e 
Tizo bum wela mwo 
Toto l i le 
Ti ba y e macheche 
Toto pour down 
Rain, l e t it r a in. 
Toto pour down, 
Let all the pools be full. 
Toto pour down, 
We spear the red bull frogs . 8 
14 
The poems here quoted r epresent but a small 
fraction of the wealth of folk poems of the African native . 
Song was a vital part of his life. He sang a t work, a t 
play, at his ceremonials and r eligious . rites, on the 
river - scarcely a task but had its own song . This wa s 
t h e power whi ch h e brought with him to America and which 
ga ve ris e to a new folk-art which is s trictly American 
though i t s roots lay bur i ed in African soil. 
8. Na talie Curtis Burlin , op . cit., p .30 
CH..4.PTER II 
0 Black and Unknown Bards: Folk 
Poetry of America 
0 black and unknown bards of long ago 
How came your lips to touch the sacred fire? 
To the average reader, the mass of American 
Negro folk-rhyme at first careless g lance oftimes seems 
merely a jumble of meaning less, senseless jing les. All 
15 
too infrequent a r e the glimpses of real po etry and these 
are present l argely in the religious and funeral songs. 
They seem far inferior t o the majestic swe ep and dignity 
of the native African verse - and so they are. The 
reasons for th:is , however, will bec8me obvious to the 
more unders t andine; and sympc:, the t ic reader - to the in-
quiring reader who is not content merely to mal{e snap 
judgments from surfa ce g l ances. The whole incohoate 
mass become s suddenly clear when viewed from i ts ri ght 
perspective . 
The slaves were not of uniform linea ge. Their 
tribes were as divergent as the European peoples. From 
the Ivory, Slave and G·o ld Coasts, from Guinea, the 
16 
Cameroon, Cone;o and Benguela; Arabs and Moors from the 
north, yellow Hottentots from the south and Bantus 
from the equatoria l districts, they came to the New 
1 
For four centuries commerce in slaves r anged 
over four thousand miles of African coast. Many were 
I·:I ohammedans, many of t he voodoo relig ion. The members 
of these diverse tribes captured over a n area as l a r g e 
as the whole continent of Europe were comp letely mixed 
in t heir distribution in America. 'I'hey were first 
ming led in the African sla ve ports. Then they were 
shipped to t he transfer stations of the West Indies and 
further mixed, from there they were transhipped to the 
'Jni ted States. On re a ching t he mainland they were fur-
ther distributed tn~ough the American sla ve marts and 
sold to all parts of t~ country with little r egard for 
family, let a lone tribe. Members of tribes which in 
Africa would not have met for centuries were t hrown to-
g ether on l E~rge p l antations or as fellow slaves in smaller 
households~ 
Torn from p revious envk' onment and grouped in 
homesteads and on the p lantat ions of America with fellow 
blacks from diverg ent t r ibe s whose customs differed and 
whose l anguag e t hey cou ld not understand, these ]_:reop le 
1. Edwin R. Embr ee , Brown America, p . 46 
were faced with a challeng e. New life had to be formed 
and formed in p atterns of the New World. The old tribal 
c u stoms h a d to be comp letely sloughed off. The only 
fo l kway elements in common with all slaves were those they 
found about them in America. They were for ced to take up 
life where they could - to learn the Eng lish l a n guag e, 
tak e on a new relig ion and to fit as best t hey could into 
the mores of this new country. 
A prodig ious feat, this ! It was necessary for 
the slave to accommodate himself to a new continent a nd 
climate; to turn from the :pr i mi tive life of the African 
p l ain and jung le to r e e;ula ted toil in cultivated fields 
and established homesteads; to exchange t h e loin cloth for 
shirts and trousers and shoes; to learn a nev1 and difficult 
l an guag e; to turn from the elementary rites of voodo o or 
the s i mpl e interpretations of Islam to run head on into a 
new relig ion with a c omplex set of dogmas, with building s 
and p roperty and an established hierarchy of priest s a nd 
clergy . 
It is as tonishing how comp letel y cut off the 
Ne g ro was from his African home , and how qui ckly he was 
forc ed into the moulds of the n ew civilization. However 
h e did not t ake t hem on without remoulding t hem in char-
17 
18 
acteristic way s. Driven into the tobacco, sug ar and cotton 
fields , he and his lab or in turn h ave fixed the a gricultural 
~attern o f the South for centuries past and to come. He 
gave h is impress t o t h e En glish l an guae;e in the lazy drawl 
which cha racterizes the Sout herner from field hand to aris-
t ocrat~. Naive ly over-looking the fact that the central 
teaching o f Christ - brotherly love - was being exp ounded 
by a ~ eo~le actively eng a g ed in ens laving their f e llow men , 
t h e slave foun d p eace and joy in Christianity, t he g lori-
fication of humility, the denuncia t ion of worldly g o ods 
and ~ ower, and the hop e of a beatifi c life in anoth er world 
after suffering on earth. There was g reat comfort in the 
graphic accounts in t h e Old Testament of the t r i a ls a nd 
tribulations of the pe op le of Israel, particularly t h e bon da g e 
in Egyp t an d t he subsequent deliver2n ce through God. Of 
a ll the grea t world r e li g ions, none cou l d po ssib ly fit a 
slave condit ion more happ ily than Christia nity . To this 
relig ion the Neg ro brought t he fervor of h is need for 
emotiona l rele ase. 
In c o lonies like those in the West Indies, So u th 
Carolina a nd Ge o r g i a , t he rap id i mport a t ion into _t..rnerica 
of sla ves gave rise t o a sys tem o f slavery far di ff ere nt 
f rom t h a t which t he Givil 'Nar abo li shed. nar s h a nd in-
human codes were set up. Crucifixion, burning and star-
vation were legal modes of punishment. ~he rough and 
brutal char a cter of the times and p lace was l a r gely resp on-
sib le but, too, the Negroes were fierce and turbulent in 
character. In New Eng land and New York t h ey became house 
servants or f a rm h ands and were treated no bet t er or no 
worse than servants in g enera l were treated. Between t wo 
extremes the system varied from a mild serfdom in ~ennsyl­
v ania and New Jersey t o a n aris tocratic caste system i n 
r1~aryland and Virginia. 
Life was lived in the "quarters 11 , r ud e . d.e l a:pi d a ted 
cabins, p oorly furnished with rough furniture. Food wa s 
f u rnished by the masters in weekly . rations. Hours of l abor 
were long a nd hard. On t h e g r e a t ~J lantations a nd in the 
cotton belt slavery was se en in all its hideousness and 
gros snes s . In Vir. inia a more patria rcha l form 1Jrevailed. 
However, the institution must h ave been one long 
night to t he slave. Every incentive of high endeavor felt 
the b lasting effects of the sys tem. He had work, but none 
o f t he fruit o f his l abor was his; his children were t orn 
from h is arms; he was forbid den to l earn to read or write; 
everywhere oppressed, small wond er then t hat his f o l k 
rhymes show lit t le of h i gh po etic v a lue. 
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In consi dering the folk poems of the American 
Negro, we fi nd in them an inarticulate chil d-like quality 
due not only to the spirit of the xace but to the fact tha t 
English was a forei gn tongue. In Africa, t he idea suff ers 
none of the lamenes s of expression that so often lends a 
note of unconscious and touching comedy to American Negro 
verse. Humor we find plenti ful, but the hllinor in some 
of the texts, particularly t nose of a religious na ture, is 
unintentional. It is only owing to limited opportunity 
that so often the highest reaches of' poetic imagery had 
to be expressed in the very few every day English wo rds -
and these i n dialect - tha t f ormed the whole vocabulary 
df the slave - poet. 
The slave b.a.d to make the l angu age with which 
he communicat ed with his ma.ster orally, without the help 
of written o r printed books. After creating his patois, 
he promptly for got his own native tongue and p erpetua ted 
this new medium of expression in t h e same way in which 
he had lea n1ed and perpetuated the African langua ge. 
Scarcely a half-doz en words in any of the Negro dialects 
are traceable to African roots. In some of the earli er 
verses we see strange and meaningless syllables which 
probably were once African words. These verses handed 
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down by word of mouth have completely lost their mean-
ings. Six words remain incorporated into the language. 
They a re buckra, meaning a white man; voodoo, referring 
to a primitive form of devi 1 worship; yam, a sweet :90-
tato, probably from "yum yum11 ; banjo, of onomatopoetic 
origin from the strumming sound 11 bann·o bano·oi1 • goober D 0 ) 1 
2 
a nut. 
Thus, a new tongue became the medium for the 
rude a rtistic utterances of the slave. These in turn 
were transmitted by vmrd of mouth enti1·ely. Often a 
corruption of texts crept in due to the habit of accept-
ing sound for sense, thus in many different sections of 
t~e South, we hear the same verses with variations in 
one or two places. 
The slaves of the State heard phrases appealing 
to their imagina tion which they instantly appropriated 
for tneir orm . Here, too, crept in many of the word 
corruptions which we find in the verses and which are 
being preserved in the spirituals. For instance, 11 Daniel 
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rock de lion's joy11 , is of course, 11 Dc.ni el locked the lion's 
j aw11 ; and similarly, 11 An de nineteen wile in his han", is 
11 the anointing oil in his hand"; 11 John set tin on de golden 
o rder 11 , is 11 John si t ·ting on the golden altar". The 
2. Edwin R. Embree, op . cit. P• 75 
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greeting, 11 How do you do 11 was contracted to "howdy11 and 
to 11 hud.dy11 ; thus we have the line 11 Tell my Jesus Huddy-0 11 • 3 
The grammatical implications are natural enough 
in a people who had to speak a language which they were 
not permitted to learn to read or write. The Negroes 
under the French developed a patois more euphonious than 
the l anguage from which it was derived and further crea ted 
a sys tem of grammar which reflected credit upon their 
lo g~ cal capacity and musical instincts. Africa had no 
w1·i tten language, moreover there was a diversity of' speech 
among the various tribes. The problem was then, one of 
not only understanding their masters, but of understandi ng 
ea ch other. 
Negro folk poetry is poetry where the music 
measure is the unit of" measure for -vvords rather than the 
poetic foot, whether the rhyme is or is not sung. The 
imaginery measure consi sts of" either two or four beats 
with a given numb~r of words to a beat, a number that can 
be varied limitedly at will. This seems to be the pattern 
underlying all slave rhyille construction. When not danced 
thes.e rhymes were usually accompanied by the patting of the 
foot . 11 The rattle of the crude drum of the na tive Afri can 
was loved by inheritance in the hearts of his early American 
3· H. E. Krehbiel, Af ro-American :F'olk SOI.!&...__P• 127-130 
descendants and its unseen ghost walks in the midst of all 
4 
their poetry." 
Tnes e expressions of a race in bondage may seem 
t r ivial and devoid of litera ry merit. The phraseology of 
necessity is crude and l a cking in elegance. Much of the 
i magery is mediocre and common scarcely rising above the 
unhappy environment of the singers except in the spi ri tu&ls 
and fune1~l songs. The outlook on nature is full of im-
ag~nation and a child-like naivete. Superstition and 
worldly wis dom crowd in on one another. The obvious con-
dition of the Negor was not calculated to inspire him with 
the desire for hi gh art i s t i c expression. Some poems have 
di gnity and worth; some have dr amr:.tic quality while others 
seem merely senseless jingles. Hestricted, cramped and 
bound in unwilling servitude, he grabbed whatever of beauty 
or happiness he could find. Though t hese were pathetically 
slight, they kept alive hi s stunted a rtist soul under most 
adverse circumstances. The r esult is not so much poetry, 
as an illustration of the persi s tence of the artist-impulse 
brought from his na tive Africa, even in slavery. 
Unlike the Scottish ballads, the music of the 
Negro ballad was far more signi f icant than the words, yet 
in many ways we find a trace of kinship in the drama of the 
4. Thomas W. Talley, Negro Folk Rhymes. p • 8 
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narrative. Consider the following, "Promises of Freedom" 
My ole Mi sti s promise me 
W1 en she died, she'd set me free 
She lived so long dat 1 er head got bal' 
An' she give outen de notion a 1 dyin 1 at all. 
My ole .M.istis say to me, 
11 Sambo, I 1 s e girlne ter set you free. 11 
But wen dat head git slick and bal' 
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De Lawd couldn' a killed 1 er wid a big green maul 
My ole Mistis never die 
Wid er nose all hooked and skin all dry 
But my ole Miss, she's somehow gone 
An she lef "Uncle Sambo 11 a hillen 1 up de ca 1n 
Ole Massa likewise promise me 
Wen he died he'd set me free 
But ole Massa, wen he make his will 
Fer to leave me aplowin ole Beck still 
Yes my ole Massa p romise me 
But his papers didn' leave me free 
A dose of pizen heped him along 
May the Devil preach his funeral song. 5 
Rhymes may be traced to great antiquity as the followin g 
descrip tion of a slave owner in Colonial garb. 
Master is six feet one way and three feet tudder 
An' he weigh five hundred pound 
Britches cut so bi g dey don't suit the tailor 
An dey don't meet half way round. 
1mster's coat come back to claw hammer pint 
(Speak sof' or his bloo d hotn1d 1 11 bite us) 
His long white stockings mighty clean and nice 
But a liddle more holier than ri ghteous . 6 
5· Thomas w. Talley, op . cit., p. 25 
6. Thomas w. Talley, op . cit., p. 27 
Here is a plaintive love song, sung in gr i ef' at the part-
ing of two lovers. It has a wis:J;ful haunting beauty . 
Look down dat lonesome road! Look down! 
De way am dark and col' 
Dey makes me weep, dey m~· kes me moan 
All cause my love am sol' 
0 don't you see dat turtle dove 
What moans from vine to vine? 
She moans l &ok I moans for my love 
Lef' many a rnle behin' 7 
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In amusing contrast we have this poem of marriage - actually 
used in the slave ceremony. 
Dark an storrny may be the wedder 
I ·:jinee dis he-male and dis she-male togedder 
Let none, but Him da t makes de thULJ. der 
Put dis he-male and dis she-male asunder. 
I darfore name yun bofe de same 
Be good, go 'long and keep up yo 1 name. 
De broomstick's jumped, de worl's not wide. 
She's now yo' own. Salute de bride! 8 
There are a great many animal poems. It was always 
safe to make rhymes abou:t anima ls where it was unwise 
to speak of people. These show for the most pa rt trivial 
comment upon the obvious with a decided taste for the 
humorously grotesque as:-
Tl1e rabbit is a cunning thing 
~.mbl es in the dark 
Never knows what trouble is 
Till he hears ole Rover bark. 
7· Ibid., p. 129 
9 
8 . Thomas W. Talley, op. cit., P. 143 
9· Newman I. White, American Negro Folk Songs, P· 233 
Or: 
I went do vm to de mill pond 
And heard such a racket 
It was a bull fro g , trying on his j a cket. 10 
Here is a singable little nursery jingle entitled11 Bob 
Whi te 11 
Bob ~~ite! Bob Wnite! 
Is yo' peas all ripe? 
No - ! not . ! quite! 
Bob White! Bob White! 
Wen will dey be ripe? 
To-mo -! row! night! 
Bob White! Bo b ·wni te! 
Does you sing at ni ght 
No - ! not ! quite! 
Bob Vlhi te! Bob 'l{hi t e! 
Wen is de time right'? 
At can- ! dle- ! li ght ! 11 
In humorous vein we have 11 Devilish Pi gs 11 
I wish I had a load o' poles 
To fence my new groun' lot; 
To keep til em li ddle bi tsy deYi li sn pi gs 
F1~m a•rootin 1 up all I 1 se got. 
Dey roots my cabbage, roots my co'n, 
Dey roots up a ll my beans. 
Dey spilt my fine s weet 'tater patch 
An' dey rui nt my turnip greens. 
I 1 se runned dem pigs, an I 1 se runned dem p i gs 
I 1 se get tin mi ghty hot; 
An one dese days iV 1 en nobody look 
Dey ~ll root aroun' in my pot. 12 
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------------------------------· ·----
10. Nemnan I White, op . cit., p. 244 
11. Thomas w. Talley, op . cit., p. 155 
12. Thomas w. Talley, op . ci t. , p. 24 
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There were me.ny rnymes used to instil obedience in the 
younger slaves and enable them to escape the l a sh and 
live more comfortably under slave conditions such as 
the follo wing : 
Fay down yonder in ole Possum Trot 
In ole Missi ssip whe re the sun shines hot 
Dere haint no chicken and de de.r kies eats co 'on 
You ain't never seed de l ak since you'se ce en bo r n. 
You'd better min Massa and k e ep a stiff upper lip 
So's you won't get sold down ole 1i ississip . l3 
Or,-
Hickory leaves an' calico slaves 
I tells you young 11.1aster is ha rd to please 
Young £:aster fool you de way he gri n-
De way he whi p you is a sin. 14 
These songs sung for enter·tainment and enjoyment 
vie with the reli gious songs in number. Indeed, religion 
and hi gh social spirits dominate the folk poetry of the 
Negro. They exp ress those elements in racial cha xacter 
to which he owes most of the ability with which he ha s 
hitherto outfaced the calamity of a difficult situation. 
The work songs, sung in Africa, persist to this 
p resent day wherever there are black laborers. Their 
primary function is menta l - to k eep the wo rker's mind 
contented while the body is allowed to work mechanically. 
1 "';) • I bi d . , p . 12 6 
14. Ibi d ., p. 169 
Among the best known are the John Henry ballads of which 
there are legion. The rhymes tell about John Henry, a 
mythical giant Negro, a "steel driving man" who 11 died with 
his hammer in his hand Lawd 11 and his Polly Ann who could 
II drive the hammer like a man La.wd. II One can still hear 
railr·oad workers singing , 
And,-
Dis yere hammer killed John Henry 
Killed him dead, boys, lcilled him dead. 
Dis ole hammer won't kill me. 15 
Some o' dese momnings and won't be long 
Capn gwine to call me and I be gone. 16 
The blues were the songs of a single singer and 
portrayed the individual rea ction usually of dep r ession, 
melancholy love o r mi sfortune. In recent years these 
have become very popular but are mostly identified Yli th 
11 jazz11 or 11 swing music;' . An example of the blues is here 
quoted: 
I'm goin 1 to lay my. head on the railroad track 
Goin 1 to lay my hea.d on the railroad track 
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If de train comes long, I a in gwine snatch it back. 17 
And, -
15. Nevnnan I. White, op. cit., P• 261 
16. Ibid., P• 263 
17- Newman I. White, op . cit. , P· 271 
If I had wings like Nora's faithful dove, 
Had strong wings like Nora's faithful dove, 
I would fly away, straight to de man I love. 18 
One concludes that the singer was a woman, pining for her 
absent lover. Blues, like work songs, still exist and are 
still composed and sung in many of' the isolated places in 
the South. 
It is in the religious folk poetry, ho wever, that 
flashes of pure poetry of high order are most frequent. It 
seemed that the very paucity of means of expression gave 
birth to a singular poetic quality, poignant in character, 
quaint and ingenious which throws the imagery forth with 
striking simplicity and directness in vers es like the follo w-
ing which brea.thes of the exultation of the mo1mtains: 
Did yo' ever 
Stan on a mountain 
Wash yo' hans 
In a cloud? 
Or this picture of the power of conversion, 
Ma head got wet with the midnight dew 
Come along home to Jesus 
De mo rnin 1 star was a witness too 
Come along home, come home. 
'fhere is the picture of Jesus as a liberator in the words, 
Marse Jesus He come r i den by 
An bought my liberty. 
15. Ibid., P• 274-
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There is the naive imagery of the Gospel Train 11 rumbelin 
through de lan 11 for all Christians to 11 get on boa rd". 
There are the words, showing the grandeur of the vision 
of C-od and the dazed soul beholding him. 
Up on de mountain, my God spoke 
Out of his mouf came fire an' smoke 
Only a poet pur song could have sm1g 
Lord Jesus is a' comin 1 
A rainbow roun his shoulder 
Negro song-poems are usually conceived in the 
minds of thei1· creators simultaneously with the music. 
The words bear the rhythmic values of the music-measure. 
The philosophy underlying the song is always nothing but 
patience for this life and triumph in the next. Slaves 
were encouraged to sing for their rude emotional religious 
worship was not harmful. Under the circumstances it is 
not strange that the poetical expression of their temporal 
state shoul d run to reli gious allegory. Biblical t ales 
an d i magery called for celebration in jubilant accents. 
Jordan 1 s waters, the sound of the last trumpet, Pha raoh's 
army, Jacob's ladder, . the Ark, Daniel, Ezekiel and the 
wheel, and the lurid pictures of the Apoca..lypse asked for 
swelling proclamation and received it. There is little 
of profound sadness or despair· and surprisingly few refer-
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ences to sexvitude. There is no prayer for vengea.nce 
in the Spixituals, no vi ndictive spirit ever even suggested. 
The broken, pover ty stricken English seems to add to the 
di gnity and the pathos of the poems. Notice t he beauty, 
the vivid imagery of t hese lines: 
David had a harp of a thousund stxings 
He'd touch one string and a thousund would sing . 
The pathos of -
Sometimes I feel like a motherless chile 
A long ways f1·o m home. 
The inf'ini te weariness of -
I wish I was in heaven 
Settin down 
Even the titles of the songs breathe a feeling ofppoetry-
call up stxiking and vivi d pictures - 11 A Ivlan Go in Roun 
Takin Names 11 , 11 Swing Lo w Sweet Chs.riot 11 , 11 Roll Jordon Roll 11 , 
11 Rock in a Weary Lan' 11 , 11 Twelve Gates to the City ii , 11 Milk 
White Hoxses 11 and11 Deep Ri vex 11 • 
Colonel Hi gginson collected the following beau-
ti ful nocturnal funeral song whi ch surpxised him most be-
cause its images were ful'Ilished dixectly by externa l natuxe. 
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I know moonli ght. I know starli ght 
I lay dis body down 
I walk in the moonli ght, I walk in the starli ght, 
I lay dis bo dy dovm 
I kno w de graveyard, I kno w de graveya rd, 
When I lay dis body dovm. 
I kno w de graveyard, I walk troo de graveyard 
To lay dis body down. 
I lay in the grave and stretch out my arms; 
I lay dis body down. 
I go to de judgment in de evenin' of de day 
When I lay dis body down. 
An my soul an 1 your soul will meet in de day, 
When we lay dis body down. 19 
Of this poem Higginson says: 11 With all o1' my experience 
of their ideal ways of speech, I was startled when first 
I came on such a flower of poetry in the dark soil. · 1 I 
lay in de gr ave and stretch out my arms.• Never, it 
seems to me, since man first lived and suffered was his 
infinite lon~~ng for peace uttered more plaintively than 
in tha. t line. 11 
Of the spirituals, Robert R. Moton, fo r mer 
president of Tuske gee says, 11 Tnough the words are some-
times rude and the s trains of ten wild, yet they are the 
outpourings of an ignorant and poverty-stricken p eople 
whose reli gious longings and ideals struggled for ex-
p ression and found it through limited vocabularies and 
p ri mi tive harmonies. They are not merely poetry, they 
are li f e itself- the life of the human soul manifesting 
i tsel:t" in rude words, i'Vild strains and curious though 
b eautiful harmonies." 
19. H. E. Krehbiel, op. cit., p. 109 
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CHAPTER III 
First Ventures in Print: Early Negro Poets 
I hear the sad r efrain 
Of slavery's sorrow-strain; 
The broken, half-lisped speech 
Of freedom's twilit hour. 
Negro Poets 
Three g ifts are essential to the poet - power 
of feeling, power of imagination, power of expression. 
Fervor of feeling evinced in strong stirring rhythm throbs 
and pulses through all the music and poetry of the Negro, 
sweeping his entire being . Rhythm is the most central 
and compulsive law of the universe. But allied to fervor 
of feeling must be also the vivid concrete presentation 
of an object or idea to the mind. No one can deny after 
examining the strange wild beauty of the native poetry of 
Africa or the American folk poetry with its daring and 
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homely imagery that the Negro has this gift. How well the 
Negro may possess the third gift - power of expression, may 
be seen by examining his written poetry. The intrinsic 
value of much of this h eritage of written song may not be 
rated high, y et considering the circumstances of its pro-
duction a great deal of pride may well be taken in it. 
In comparing it with t h e verse of its con-
temporaries we find it does not suffer much. It is 
often neither better nor worse than that which a lready 
is in existence, which nevertheless does not lift it 
out of mediocrity. Though no truly Negro poet ha s yet 
evolved , the publication of several thin litt le volumes 
of verse show great promise. "Culture , t a lent, genius -
1 
or something very like it- are the irs." 
An unbroken line exists from Jupiter Hammon in 
1760 to the pr esent day of men and women, who sought in 
the form of verse a record of their sufferings, y earnings, 
consolations, ambitions and hopes. 
Jup iter Hammon, the first American Negro poet 
of whom any r ecord exi s ts was thought to have been born 
about 1720. His first p oem published in 1760 "An Evening 
Thought" states in the preface: "Composed by Jup iter 
Hammon a Negro belonging to Mr. Lloyd of Que en's Village 
on Long Island, the twenty-fifth of December 1760. 11 
Then followed a poem of eighty-eight rhyming lines printed 
on a double column broadside. 
With this publication, the American Negro entered 
the field of American literatur e. 
l. Robert T. Kerlin, Negro Poets and their Poems , p. 1 
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Poetry cannot be expected here - merely some 
remarkable rhyming for an African slave untaught and with-
out precedent. Yet, as religious poetry existed at the 
time, this slave may hold up his head in almost any com-
pany. 11An Evening Thought" consists of stanzas such as 
the following: 
Dear Jesus, give thy Spirit now, 
Thy grace to every nation 
That haven't the Lord to whom we bow, 
The Author of Salvation. 
Come, blessed Jesus, Heavenly Dove 
Accept r epentance here; 
Salvation g ive with tender Love 
Let us with angels share. 2 
Hammon's second poem, 17 '7 8, was addressed to Phillis 
Wheatley and concludes with the lines: 
nature. 
While thousands muse with earthly toys 
And range about the street 
Dear Phillis, seek for heaven's joys 
Where we do hope to meet. 3 
Hammon's other publications were of a similar 
These verses seem merely doggerel, simple and 
crude in rhyme and verse form with none of the subtler 
qualities that distinguish poetry from prose. Yet, 
this was the sort of verse written in America at the time. 
2. Robert T. Kerlin, op. cit., p. 21 
3. Ibid , P• 22 
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It is generally agreed that no real po etry 
existed in America before William Cullen Bryant. During 
the early days nearly everyone tried his hand at writing 
verse. It was a CQ~uon thing to intersperse rhyming 
lines even in personal letters. It is rather surprising 
that despite the great quantity of verse the quality should 
have be en so negligible - so conspicuous by its absence. 
Of this early writing Kreymbourg in his Singing Strength 
says: "Passion, intelligence and form animate the prose, 
crude though most of it sounds to the modern ear. There 
is almost a total lack of all thre e in the r emains of the 
poets." Charles Angoff in Literar~ Historl 9f the 
American People says: "Only by politeness can we speak of 
literature in the first hundr ed fifty years of the history : 
of the United States." We are inclined to agree with the 
critics when examining ver ses such as the following by 
Orian Oakes, President of Harvard: 
Reader, I am no poet, but I grieve 
Behold here what tha t passion can do, 
That forced a verse without Apollo's leave, 
And whether the learned sisters would or no. 4 . 
Or this from the versified Psalms: 
The rivers on of Babilon 
ther e where we d id sit down; 
Yea even there ws mourned, when 
we remembered Sion. 5 
4. James Weldon Johnson, Book of American Negro Poe~ P· 9 
5 . Alfred s. Kreyrnbourg , Our Sing =hgg_ Str ength, p. 23 
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Though thes e ee.rly verse s of the illiterate 
slave seem merely a mas s of oftimes incohoate religious 
sentiment, one must take into consider ation that they 
were based on the models set before them and as such 
were very bad vers es indeed. It was a long time before 
the lleg ro began writing vers e as vital, as beautiful, 
as truly poetical a s his folk-poems. 
Phillis Whea tley was the f irst Negro woma n to 
achieve litera ry distinction in America. Purchas ed by 
John Wheatley in 1761 at the a ge of seven y ears she be-
came a member of a weal t hy, benevol ent and cultur ed 
Boston family. At t racted by the girl's quick mind, 
Mrs. Wheatley det er mined to g ive h er opportunity for its 
development. Twelve years later Phillis published a 
volume of poems. The book was brought out in London, 
where Phillis was for sever al months an object of great 
curiosity and attention. Of h er, a contemporary says -
"She was very gentle-tempered, extremely affectionate and 
altogether free from tha t most despicable foible which 
mi ght naturally have been her besetting sin - literary 
vanity." She knew Latin and read books on astronomy, 
g eography, ancient and modern hi s tory, the Bible, heathen 
my thology, Pope and Homer. She was considered one of 
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the literary marvels of her day. George Washington in 
a letter to her concerning a poem which she addressed to 
hi m said: 11 If you should ever come to Cambridge I shall 
be happy to see a person so favored by the Muses, and to 
whom Nature has been so liberal in her dispensations." 
Phillis Wneatley 1 s poetry is the poetry of the 
Ei ghteenth Century. It is easy to see that Pope was her 
model and she must have knovm him by heart. Her mind was 
steeped in the classics and her verses abound with classical 
and mytholo gical allusions. Most of her work consists of 
poems addr essed to people of prominence. Her best poem, 
"I magination" appears in Edmund C. Stedman's Library of 
American Literature as representative of her works. The 
following is an excerpt from the poem: 
I magination! who can sing thy f orce? 
Or who describe the swiftness of thy course? 
Soaring throubh air to find the bri ght abode, 
Th 1 empyreal pa lace of the thundering God. 
We on thy pinions can surpass the wind, 
And lea ve the rolling uni ver·se behind. 
From sta r to star the men tal optics rove, 
:ieasure the skies, and range the realms above; 
There in on e view we grasp the mighty whole, 
O:t· with new worlds amaze th 1 unbounded soul. 
The poets between Phillis Wh eatley and Dunbar 
must be considered more in the li ght of what they attempted 
than of what they accomplished. Many of them ffihowed rnR.r·ked 
talent, but barely a half dozen of them demonstrated even 
med iocre rna ster,v of t echnique in the u s e of poetic materia l 
and forms. Th e limitations of George Moses Horton s eem 
grea ter than those of any of the others. 
By some means or other, self-guided, the North 
Carolina slave, Ge orge Moses Horton, l earned to read and 
write. It is said that h e was so fond of poetry that he 
would pick up any chance scraps of paper he saw , hoping 
to find ver ses. As a young man he began to compose p oetry 
without being able to write it down . Friends became in-
terested in this unusual slave and encouraged him to 
publish a volume of his poems, the sa l e therefrom to aid 
in purchasing his freedom. Inspired by this hope h e went 
joyously to work and published his The Hqpe of Freedom in 
1829. However the book had nothing of the sale hoped for 
and furthermore Horton 1 s master asked such c.m exorbitant 
price for him that the whole plan came to naught. With 
hope of freedom gone, Horton's old dreams seemed to die. 
He became a familiar figure around the state college at 
Chapel Hill where he executed small commiss ions for verse 
from the students who treated him kindly. 
Horton 1 s vers e is infused with a desire for 
freedom. It is written in a hymn style suggestive of 
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evangelical sources: 
Come Liberty! thou cheerful sound 
Roll through my ravished ears; 
Come, l e t my grief in joys be drown'd 
And drive away my tears. 6 
This selection is from the poem written when his hope of 
freedom was high: 
Twas like the salutation of the dove 
Borne on the zephyr through some lonesome grove 
When spring returns, and ·winter's chill is past 
And vegetation smiles ab ove the blast. 7 
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Unlike Phillis Wheatley, Horton sounded in all of his poetry 
strong complaint at his condition of slavery a nd a deep 
long ing for freedom. 
Charles T. Reason r epres ents a d iffer ent type of 
individual though he voices the s entiment of Horton. Born 
in New York he had the advantage of a good educa tion - so 
good that he was a ppointed professor to New York Central 
College at McGrawville, Cortland County, New York. Reason's 
poem "Freedom" published in 1847 voiced the cry of millions 
of fellow blacks in bond s. This cry seems not unlike tm.t 
of the Spirituals: 
6. Robert T. Kerlin7 op . cit., p. 26 
7 • Ibid . , p. 26 
0 Freedomt Freedomt Oh, how of t 
Thy loving childr en call on Theet 
In wailings loud and breathing s soft, 
Bese eching God, Thy face to see. 
With agonizing hearts we kneel, 
While •round us howls the oppressor's cry.-
And suppliant pray tha t we may fe el 
The enobling glances of Thine eye. 
The apostrophe continues throu~l forty-two stanzas to con-
elude: 
We pray to see Thee, face to face: 
To feel our souls gro·w strong and wide: 
So ever shall our injured race 
By Thy firm principles abide. 8 
A f emale contemporary of Reason, Ellen Watkins 
Harper wrote in the same strain about freedom: 
Make me a grave whe'er you will, 
In a lowly plain or a lofty hill; 
Make it among earth's humblest graves, 
But not in a l and where men are slaves. 9 
Of the Emancipation Proclamation she wrote: 
It shall flash through coming ages, 
· It shall light the distant years; 
And eyes now dim with sorr ow 
Shall be brighter through their tears. 10 
Mrs. Harper attained a grea t er degree of popularity than 
any of her race prior to Dunbar. As many as ten thousand 
8 . Benjamin F. Seldon, Anthology_9f Negro Poetry, p. 10 
9. Robert T. Kerlin, op . cit., p. 26 
10. Ibid., p. 26 
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copies of some of her poems were in circulation in the 
middle of the last century. Many singers of no greater 
merit have enjoyed greater celebrity. As was Phillis 
Wheatl ey, she was thoroughly in the fashion of her times. 
Her models were Mrs. Hemans, Whittier and Longfellow. 
It is in their manner she writes. Serene resignation 
breathes through all her poems. She tells a moral tale 
in fluent ballad stanza. In all she beholds, in all she 
experiences, there is a l e sson. A few stanzas from 
"Go Work in Thfy Vineyard 11 will illustrate: 
M.y hands were weak, but I reached them out 
To fe ebler ones than mine, 
And over the shadows of my life 
Stole the light of a peace divine. 
Oh, then my task was a sacred thing , 
How precious it grew in my eyest 
1 ~1as mine to gather the bruised grain 
For the Lord of Paradise. 
And when the r eapers shall lay their grain 
On the floors of golden light, 
I feel that mine with its broken sheaves 
Shall be precious in His sight. 
Though thorns may often pierce my fe et, 
Ana. the shadows still abide, 
The mists will vanish before His smile, 
There will be .light at eventide. 11 
The story of Vashti who dared heroically to 
d isobey her monarch-husband is as well told. in simple 
11. Robert T. Kerlin, op. cit., p. 28 
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be.llad measure as one may find it. It tells of Vashti, 
Queen of Persia, commanded by her royal husband to appear 
before his guests unveiled, an act no royal woman would 
think of committing lest she lose dignity. Vashti re-
fuses and persuaded by his councillors the king signs a 
decree forcing Vashti to abdicate. The closing stanzas 
of the poem are as follows: 
She heard again the King's co~mand, 
And left her high estate; 
Strong in her earnest womanhood, 
She calmly met her fate, 
And l eft the palace of the King , 
Proud of her spotless name -
A woman wgo could bend to grief 
But would not bow to shame. 12 
This poem is as noble as any one may find in the poets 
setting the American fashion in the era of W~s. Harper. 
James Madison Bell, anti-slavery orator and 
friend of John Brown was a prolific writer of eloquent 
verse. His long period of productivity covers the his-
tory of his people from the decade before Emancipation 
till the death of Dunbar. Bell's themes are lofty and 
he writes with fervid eloquence. An extract from 
"The Progress of Liberty" will illustrate though an ex-
12. Benjamin F. Seldon, op. cit., p. 15 
tract cannot show e ither the maintenance of power or the 
abundance of resources: 
Ride onward, in thy cha riot ride 
Thou peerless queen; ride on, ride on -
With Truth and Justice by thy side -
From pole to pole, from sw1 to sunl 
Nor linger in our bleeding South, 
Nor d omicile with race or clan; 
But in thy glorious goings forth, 
Be thy benignant object Man -
Of every clime , of every hue, 
Of every tongue, of every race, 
'Neath heaven's broad ethereal blue; 
Ohl l et thy radiant smil es embrace 
Till neither slave nor one oppressed 
Remain throughout creation's span, 
By thee unpiti ed and unblest 
Of all the progeny of man. 13 
Alberry A. Whitman, a younger contemporary of 
Bell's is the author of several long tales in verse. Like 
Bell he shows a command of t he forms of verse g iven vogue 
by Scott and Byron. Both write fervently of the wrongs 
suffered by the black man at the hands of the white. Bell 
however, adheres closely to events and celebrates occasions. 
Whitman invents trag ic tale s of love and romance clothing 
t hem with the charm of the South a nd infusing into them the 
pathos which results from the strife of thwarted p9- ssions, 
the defeat of true love. Whitman's poem 11 Rape of Florida" 
1884, an epic poem written in four cantos and done entirel y 
13. Benjamin F. Seldon, op. cit., p. 16 
in the upenserian stanza runs to ninety-seven closely 
printed pages probably the longest of its kind ever pub-
lished in America. Of these three last poets - Mrs. 
Harper, Bell and V/hi tr.aan, it is "Whitman who reveals not 
only the greatest imagination but also the most skillful 
wo r·kmanship. The follo1ting from 11 The Rape of Florida11 
shows his lyric power at its best: 
11 Come now, my love, the moon is on the lake; 
Upon the waters is my li ght canoe; 
Come with me, love, and gladsome oars shall make 
A music on the parting wave for you. 
Come o'er the waters deep and dark and blue; 
Come where the lilies in the marge have sprung , 
Come with me, love, for Oh, my love is true! 11 
This is the song that on the lake was sung, 
The boatman sang it when his heart was young. 14 
None of these poets strike a. deep native strain 
or sound a distinctly ori ginal note, either in matter or 
form, yet the same may be sai d of all the American poets 
o f that era. The thing in which these black poets are 
mostly excelled by thei·r contemporaries is a matter of 
mere technique. 
14. Benjamin F . Seldon , op. cit ., p. 19 
CHAPTEP. IV 
A Forward Stride - Paul Lawrence Dunbar 
Ah, how poets sing and diet 
Make one song and Heaven takes it; 
Have one heart and Beauty breaks it; 
Chatterton, Shelley, Keats and I -
Aht How poets sing and d iel 
Dunbar 
William Dean Howells hailed Paul Lawrence Dunbar 
as the "first instance of an American Negro who had evinced 
innate distinction in literature", "the only man of pure 
African blood and of American civilization to feel Negro 
life aesthetically and express it lyrically." 
When this new marvel, a Negro poet, so vouched 
for appeared in the West, like a new star in the heavens, 
a few, a very few white people, knew vaguely t hat back in 
Colonial times there was a slave woman in Boston who had 
written verse, who was therefore a prodigy. The space be -
tween Phillis Wh eatley and this new singer was desert. 
Dunbar, however, is a fact of great moment to a 
people and for a people. For one thing , he revealed to 
the Negro youth of America the l a tent literary powers and 
the unexploited literary mater i a l s of their r a ce. He was 
the f ecundat ing genius of their talents for he wa s as tre-
mendously a quickening power a s wa s h is great contempora ry, 
Booker T. Wa shington, a t Tuskegee . 
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Dunbar must be considered however in the light Of 
his age. The time primarily was one of f eeling , on t he 
plane of common emotion. On the stage , Richard Ma n sfield 
flourished. The bicycle was in its first flush of popula rity. 
James Whitcomb Riley we.s the most popular poet in the United 
Stat e s. The taste of the day was for s entiment - strong , 
simple and tearful; and "An Old Swe etheart of Mine ", "Litt le 
Orphant Annie" and "The Old Man and Jim" were sung and recited_ 
thousands of times. Close to Riley in spirit were Will 
Carl eton with "Over the Hill to the Poor House 11 , Eugene Field 
with "Little Boy Blue" and Frank T. Stanton with "Mi ghty Lak 
a Rose". Richard Hovey and Bliss Carman wrote "Songs from 
Vagabond ia 11 , and Ella \Vheel er Wilcox thrilled many a young 
and sometimes a n older person with h er moralizing a nd her 
tumultuous rhythms. 
With all of the s ent iment and optimism there was 
before the American pe ople one question which, like Banquo 1 s 
ghost, would not down - t hat of the position of the Negro 
in the body politic. In t he aftermath of the Civil War the 
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black man had won not only freedom, but the right to vote, 
and within a few years Negroe s sat in both houses of Con-
gress. After a quarter of a century hov1ever a change h ad 
taken place. The issues before the country wer e no lon ger 
prima rily political but social and economic, and the current 
that nm·1 set in was strongly against the Negro. Disfra.n-
chisement abounded, and. peonage and the convict lease 
system flourished . 
All of this seething surging life Paul Lawren ce 
Dunbar saw, and part of it he was. When he began to work, 
the literary possibilities of the life of his people had 
been only d imly perceived by Negro writers. There was 
of course a reason for the fact that the Negro himself had 
not d one more. Above any question of the black man as 
artist was that of his position in American life. When 
he felt so strongly the burden of proof, he deemed it 
necessary first of all to satisfy the white man's standards, 
and naturally he looked to the white man's models. The 
comedy of the life about him, especially t hat which called 
for d ialect seemed not sufficiently dignified for litera:ry 
treatment. The tragedy, he f elt keenly, but he was not 
sure that he could win for it a hearing . The r esult was 
that fre qu ently there was an artificial tone to what was 
written. Only rarely d i d one come to grips with reali t y. 
If Negro v·,rriters had such hesitancy however, 
white authors had none and they soon realized that in t he 
life of the people about them was a vast fund of unex-
ploited material. Unfortunately these writers almost 
always started off with outwor n premises. Prominent 
among these was that the system of society in the South 
before the war was admirable, t hat the wisuom of emanci-
pation was debatable, and that any attempt to educate t h e 
Negro was likely to prove a waste of money. Even in ou r 
present day do we find novels based on such mouldy premises 
as these. 
One heard on every hand the songs of Stephen 
Collins Foster and black-face minstrelsy was at the height 
of its popula rity. When then Dunbar began his work the re 
was not only general emphasis on the sentimental in Ameri-
can literature, but also special emphasis on what were 
supposed to be the good times in the South before the wa r. 
It was natural for him to be aff ect ed by what ses med to 
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make a strong appeal, and .so he was; but he soon rea lized 
the shortcomings of his models and struck a more distinctive 
note. 
It needs to be remarked that there were two 
Dunbars. There is the Dunbar of "the jingle in a broken 
tongue", whom Howells wi~h gracious but imperfect sym-
pathy and understanding brought to the knowledge of the 
world and whom the public readers, white and black alike , 
have found it delightful to present, to the entire eclipse 
of the other Dunbar who wrote poems of high standard in 
literary English. The generally accepted Dunbar was, 
as Howells pointed out, the artistic interpreter of the 
old-fashioned, vanishing generation of black folk - the 
generation that was maimed and scarred by slavery, that 
presented so many ludicrous and pathetic, abject and 
lovable aspects in strange mixture. The second Dunbar 
was the prophet robed in a mantle of austerity, shod with 
fire, bowed with sorrow as every true prophet has been in 
whatever time among wha tever people. He was the prophet 
of a coming generation as he was the poet of a vanishing 
g eneration. 
This son of farmer slaves was born in Dayton, 
Ohio, 1872 and attended the public schools of that city. 
He began writing verse during his grammar school days. 
Some of his early poems wer e written whil e he was earning 
a living by running an el evat or in a Dayton build ing . 
His first . volume Oak and Iv~_(l893) was published when the 
so , 
young poet was jus t twenty. 
The first impression one gains from reading 
Oal( and Ivy is that of the influence of such writers as 
Field and Riley. One comes acro s s such t itles as "TlJ e 
Old Ap-p l e Tre e ", "The Old Homes t ead" etc. Dunbar was 
l a ter very cri t ical of work in thi s exces s ively sent i-
men tal vein. In ,general, while Oak and~ · rvy conta ined 
several pieces t hat sugges t ed the imitati on of popular 
authors, it cont ained more than one poem tha t went 
beyond p r omise and rea ched fulfillment. The two s t anzas 
en t itled r'Li fe 11 immediately vv on the approv a l of all 
lovers of 0 ood verse and have s ince been much quoted, as 
well as set to music by Mary ':'urner Sal t er. 
A crust of b r ead and a corner to sleep in, 
A minute t o smile and an hour to weep in, 
A p int of joy to a p eck of t roub le, 
And never a l augh but t he moans come doubl e; 
And that i s lif~! 
A crust and a corner t hat love makes p r e cious 
\Vith a sm ile to warm and the t ears to refresh us; 
lmd joy se ems sweeter when cares come a fter 
And a moan is the f inest of fo ils for laughter; 
And t h i s i s life ! 
Dunbar ' s next p:J.bl ication Ma .1or s and lll: inor s 
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in 1895 s t r i ke s a more ma t ure note. The hard years through 
bos ton Un i vPr s i ty 
School of Ed ucat i on 
.4i bra r y 
which he p assed - f or li f e for h i m during t h i s t i me 
was a grim s trug g le - g ave h i m d e ep er ins i g h t , more 
confi d ence and, one mi ght a d d , g reat er s t er nn e ss. 
With a ll of the sympathy and tendernes s there i s some-
thing o f i r on in h i m. Man y o f h i s p oems show di s -
i llusionnent b u t hi s ·' a.1or s a.nd Minors, h o·wever , d e-
v o t e d to hum or a n d d i a lect run the g amut f rom t end er-
ness a n d patho s t o ro l li c k ing sp i r it s and gu s t o in the 
enj oyment o f li f e. 
LyriQ of Lowly Life, t h e b o ok b y which Dunbar 
became b e s t known was published in 1 89 6 wi th a n i n t ra-
ducti on by -Nil l iam De a n Howells . It was a n i mmedi at e 
suc c es s n o t les s s o wi th t h e p oet' s own peop l e t h a n 'V i t h 
t h e g enera l oub lic. In t he main it was a s e l e ction of 
t h e b est t h ing s tha t h ad ap~eared in Oak a nd Ivy a n d 
IEa ,jors a nd Hin_Q_rs __ (which wer e b oth p riva t ely p rinted ) 
t he popul a r f a vo r ites , a re a ll h e r· e a nd a l on g ifl i t h the 
sponta n e i ty an d gu s t o is a s ureness o f t a st e tha t t e l l s 
of c onscious a rt. Some t i mes there was struck a d e ep er 
n ote, b~t n o t s o of ten a s t o chang e t he d omina nt tone. 
The book was one t o be enj oy ed. 
T,yrics of t he I e a r t h s ide app eared in February , 
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1899 and fu lly maintain ed the standard of its prede-
ces s or ,. 'Nhile it vvas not qui t e as spontaneous a s 
the ear lier volume there was a deeper note as if amid 
a l l the acclaim t he au t hor felt the power of a nob le 
lGve - his love for h is wi fe Alice - a fellow p oet -
and more need of the div ine. There was also a 
b roader outlool{ refle cting his travels abroad a nd his 
a cqua intance with the world. 
Lyrics of Love and La u ghter, 1903 , represents 
t he fru itage in verse of the four years since the appe a r-
ance of Lyrics o f the Hearthside and t he volume shows the 
p o e t at full ma t urity . These years t houg h crovv-ned wi t h 
literary success were y ears of cons tant fi ghting a ga inst 
the r a vag es o f ill-health. The best work in Lyrics of 
Love and La u rr,ht er is tha t which g ives voice to infinite 
yearnin g . At the clos e of t h e v o lume is a group o f 
five poems en t itled 11 Lyrics of Love and Sorrow". 
i s pathos here but no lo s s of p ower. 
There 
Two y ears l a ter a opear ed LY_r ics o f Sunshine 
a n d Shadow, t he thinnes t of all t he v o l umes . I t was 
wr i tten durin g the poet 's las t long illnes s and c oul d n ot 
po s sibl y equa l its p redeces rJors. The po ems hav e not the 
p ower of t h e earlier ones, but the d omina nt no t e i s one 
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of hope b e trayed and the sugges t ion is insistent that 
the u oet i s drawing n ear t o t he v a lley o f t h e s h adow of 
d eath. Shortly after this, the p oet died a t his home 
in Dayton. Three y ears l ater, on t he occa sion of h i s 
b irthday , l e a d ing ci t i zens of Da y t on ~Jai d tribut e to t he 
po et by unveilin13 a monument er 'e cted by popula r sub s crip -
t i on. La ter a s i mila r t ablet wa s p l a ced a t t h e entra nce 
t o t he home v,rhich ha s become a memoria l t o this b l a c k 
s ing er, de a d at t h e early a3e of thirt y-four. 
Dunbar's conception of h is a rt was based on h is 
the ory of lif e . He f e lt that he was firs t of e. ll a man, 
t h en an America n, and incid entally a Neg ro. To a world 
that look ed on him p rimarily as a Negro a n d wanted t o 
h e a r from h i m simp ly in t he capacity of a Negro, he wa s a 
b it difficult to und e r stand. He never reg arded his 
d i a l ect a s his bes t work and as h e s a id in t he ei 0 ht lines 
ent i t led " the Poet", when one t ried t o sing of t h e g reatest 
t hemes in life, it wa s hard t o have t he world prais e only 
the 11 jingle in a b r o l-c e n . II : on gue • His p o s ition wa s debat-
ab l e o f c ourse b u t that was t h e way h e f e l t . Once when 
a sked by a r e p ort er as to t h e quality o f p oet ry wr it t en b y 
Neg roes as c om9ar ed with t hat o f whit e peo p l e , Dunbar r e -
p li ed : 11 'I'he pred ominat1n :3 p ovre r of the Afric a n r a ce is 
lyric. In tha t I should expect the writers of my 
r a ce to excel. But, broadly spealdng , their poetry 
will not be exotic or differ much from that of the 
whites •••. .r or two hundred fifty years the environ-
ment of the Negro has b een Amer ican , in everr. r espect 
the same as that of all other Americans. 11 'But 
isn't there," continu ed -+:.he interviewer, "a certain 
trop ic warmth, a cast of temperament that belongs of 
ri ght to the African race?" "Ah, '' said the n oet, 
"what you speak of i s g oin g to be a loss. It is in-
evitable. 'Ve mu st write like the white man. I do 
not mean imitate them ; but our l ife is now the same." 2 
To a l a ter school of Ne gro writers, one more 
de finitely conscious o f race , Dunbar thus appears as 
somewha t artificial. About t he close of t he Norld 
War b laclr became a fashionable color. 
not to b e a p ologized for but exp loited. 
time however black was not fashionable. 
It was some t h i n g 
In Dlln bar ' s 
The burden 
still rested upon the Ne gro to prove tha t he cou. l d do 
what any other man could do, and in America that meant 
to use the white man's technique and meet the white man ' s 
standard of excellen ce. It was to this t ask that Dun -
bar addre s sed h imself. 
He was unique in t he literat ure and life of 
his time . His genius commanded the attention of the 
g r eat , the wise and the ~ood; and his modesty increased 
h i s admiration. His life was rather a s ad one t hough 
not as incomplete as _::me mi ght think . The lyr ic ___ _ 
2 . Ben j amin Srawley, Pa"\d_l_ TJEtwrence D'vmbar, P_rophet of 
His People , p . S6 
quality of his verse led ma ny compo sers to set h is p ieces 
to music. 
To a new school of Negro p oets the dia l e ct 
verse seems hopeles s ly of the past and the poems in 
cla s s ic Eng lish weak and sentimental. However wi thin 
more recent years there h a s been increasing re~ard , 
though wi th a shift of emphasis. Because Dunba r was 
unique and g reatly b eloved, there has sometime s been 
a tendency to speak of him in terms of extrav w\ance. 
There h ave been those who h ave not be en satisfied to 
accord to him anything less than g reatness. Of him , 
Hillia.m Stanley Braith1Na ite, critic and editor o f 
Anthologies of 1\~agazine Vers e says: "The p oetry of Dun-
bar is true to the :life of the Negro and expresses 
characteristically what he f e lt and knevf to be the tem -
p er and condition of his p eople. But its moods refl ect 
c h iefly t h ose of t he era of Re construction and jus t a 
little bey ond,- t he l i mi ted experience of a transiti on a l 
p eriod , the rat her helpl e ss a nd subservient era of testin?; 
freedom and reaching out t hroug h the dif f icu l t ies o f li f e 
t o the emotional comp ensations of l au g h t er and tears . It 
is the p oetry of the happy p easant a nd the p l e.int i ve min -
strel. Occasionall y , as in the nsonnet to Robert Goul d 
Shaw" and the "Ode t o 3::thi op i alf ther e b r oke throug h :uun-
bar, a s through the crevices of h is spirit, a burning 
5.6 
and broodinG asp irati on , an awakening and viri le con s cious-
ness o f race. Hut for the mos t part , his dream s were 
anchored t o the minor whi msies ; his deepest poetic ins··Jira-
tion was sent i ment . He expre s sed a folk tem~9 erament , but 
not a r a ce soul: . Dunbar was the end of a ree; ime and not 
the beg inning of a traditi on, as so many care l e ss cri t ics 
s e emed t o t hink ." 
It was certainly not Dunbar's intention to 
look simply to the past. 11 I g1·eet the dawn and not 
a setting su11., 11 he said, and he followed with eager-
ness every forward-looking move of his people. Like 
Byron he had something of the power of the bard to in-
flame his people. Above everything that he wrote was 
he himself and the fact remains that he inspired the 
young Negro of the country more than any other man who 
ever lived. 
Dunbar, like any other man, must be esteemed 
for what he was rather than judged for what he was not. 
It is easy enough to look at him after the passage of 
years and see things which he might have done different-
ly or even better; but to be severe with him because he 
did not voice our age would be the same as trying to 
blame Ri ley for not writing Sandburg's poems. In his 
ovm way he sang his song and there were those who were 
happy to listen. 
It has often been remarked that his chief 
qualities are pathos and humor and as a poet of the 
people he has been compared to Burns. There was in 
Dunbar as Brand '#hi tlock said 11 something that soared 
above race c:md touched the heart nni versal. 11 In a 
world of discord he dared to sing his song about ni ghts 
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bright with stars, about the secret of the wind and the 
sea and the answer one f inds beyond the years. In doing 
· this ·he vindicated the spirit of youth- youth that is the 
same. in all climes and all ag es, youth that believes in 
itself and is not overcome. Above t he dross and strife 
of the day he asserted the right to l i ve and love and be 
happy. That is why he was so greatly beloved, and why 
he will ~never grow old. Above a ll else, this was his 
claim t o fame. 
Dunbar's work falls into two divisions: the 
poems in classic English and those· in dia lect. It was 
his ~ork in Negro dialect tha t was his distinctive con-
tribution to American - litera ture but that it was not his 
desire to be known primarily for this may be seen as 
pointed out before from the e i ght lines entitled "The Poet " 
in which he longed for success in the singing of his "deeu-
er notes" and sn oke of his dialect as "a jingle in a brok en 
.L II wongue. Of the p oems in cla ssic Eng lish - "Ere Sleep 
Comes Doi•m to Soothe the Weary Eyes 11 , "The poet and his 
Song ", "Life", "Promise and Fulfillment 11 , "Ship s that 
Pass in the Ni ght" and "October " are most r epresentat ive. 
In the pure flow of lyric verse Dunbar rarely surpassed 
his ear ly lines: 
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Ere sleep comes do~1 to soothe the weary eyes, 
How questioneth t he soul that other soul -
The inner sense which nei t her cheats nor lies, 
But self exposes into self, a scroll 
Full writ with all life's a cts unwise and wise, 
In characters indelible and known; 
So, trembling with the shock of sad surprise, 
The sou l doth view its awf ul self a lone, 
Ere sleep comes dovm to soot he the weary ey es. 3 
"The Poet and His Song" is notable for its simplicity 
as well as its lyric quality: 
A song is but a little thing , 
And yet wha t joy it is to sing ! 
In ho urs of toil it g ives me zest, 
And when at eve I long for rest; 
?men cows come home along the bars, 
!md in the fold I hear the bell, 
As Night, the shepherd, herds hi s stars, 
I sing my song , and all is well. 4 
"October '' is pure lyric and lavish in its senuous 
quality: 
October is the treasurer of the year, 
And all the months po.y bounty to her store; 
The fields and orchards still their tri Jute bear, 
And fill her brims ing coffers more and more . 
But she, wi th youthful l avishness 
S:pends all her v;eal th in gaudy dress, 
And decks hers elf in garments bold 
Of scarlet, pur~le, red and gold. 5 
F . 11 t ' · th "Compensatl"on" e1" o:ht 1na y nere 1s _ e swan song , ~ 
4. 
s . 
Complete Poems of Paul Lawr ence Dunbar, P •l4-
Ibid. , p. 1+ 3 
I bid., P. 57 
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exquisite lines: 
Because I had loved s o de eply, 
Because I had loved so long , 
God in Hi s g reat compassion 
Gave me the g ift o f song . 
Because I have loved so v a inly 
And sung with such faltering b re a th, 
The Master in infinite mercy 
Of f ers th e boon of Dea th. 6 
Of t he dial e ct p o ems the ma sterpiece is " "'iVhen Ma lind y 
.S ing s 11 • Others which have proven succes s ful as 
rea dings are 11 The Party", "A Coquette Conquered", 
11 A Corn-Song~ " , "When de C'on Pone ' s Hot", "At Cand l e -
Lighten 1 'Time", '':Nhi s t ling Sam 11 , "An gelina", "How 
Lucy Bac _{:slid 11 , and "Two Lit t le Boots." These re-
p r es ent a blending of humor a nd pathos a n d the delicate 
irony of which Dunbar was master. 
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CHAPTER V 
On The Way 
I f from the soil our sweat enriches sprout 
One meagre blossom for our hands to cull, 
Accustomed indigence provokes a shout 
Of praise that life becomes so bountiful. 
Lines to my Father 
Following Dunbar there sprang up among Negro 
and white writers a sort of school of dialect poetry 
generally depicting Negro peasant types and adding 
little new to the ace tradition of Southern Plantation 
life. The inspiration of Dunbar was felt by Daniel 
W. Davis (1862-1913) and James D. Corrothers (le169-1919). 
Davis' book, ·vveh Down Souf 1 (1S97) has the spirit of 
Dunbar's work but is not so fine in taste. Corrothers • 
dialect is not as expressive as that of Dunbar. In 
1906 J. Ivlord Allen published his book Rhymes, Tales, c:.nd 
Rt1ymed Tales which contained many dialect pieces full of 
quiet humor. However there was a growing feeling among 
Negroes that these productions were strictly for 11 white 
folks 11 entertainment and as such were not to be considered 
as literature. With increased educational and economic 
advantages t he race evolved its own au dience of readers, 
while intellectual background gave the Negro poet a 
more sophistica.ted medium. 
I n August,1905 there met at Niagara Falls a 
group of men whose inf luence on the literature of the 
Negro is beyond estima te. There were t wenty-nine men, 
repr esentative of a l a rger number of Negroes who were 
concerned about the immedia te future and who were full 
of misgivings as to the wi sdom of the philosophy of 
Booker T. Washington. The reaction to Reconstruction 
had been so complete, di s fra.nchi sement so successf ul 
and lynchings so atrocious tha t these men deemed it 
necessary to meet to :rnc'lk e a further sta tement of the 
decla rati on of human ri ghts. Prominent among these 
men was the brilliant and f ier y Dr. W. E. B. DuBois who 
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in his book Souls of Bla ck Folk had co mpletely re-
pu di a ted the go spel of the Tuskegee leader and insi s ted 
t hat a real scient i f ic study of the history and sociology 
of the Negro was necessa ry in the solving of r a cial 
p ro blems. Dr. DuBois practically fo unded a new school 
of wr iters pledged to p rotes t against di s crimination and 
to the vi ndica tion of the bla ck man and his ri ght to a 
full heritage of American life. These were t h e 
bourgeoisie of the pen. They were in the main, school-
teachers , editors, school offi cials most of whom were 
at one time or other connected with the National As sociati on 
for the Advancement of Colored People or its off icial or-
gan, 11 the Ori si s 11 • They were writers 'in the more f avored 
walks of life - the defenders, the apologists f or the 
Negro. Though they did crea tive work , much of it was 
di pp ed in propaganda. In developing their individual 
gifts, some avoided all expression of r acia l si gnificance 
confining themselves to themes of general appeal and 
traditional form. On the other hand intense racial 
consciousness of discrimination aroused some of the best 
to passionate protest and biting invectives more propa-
ganda than poetry. 
Yet there a re prominent names among this group 
of writers, names kno wn to whi te and black alike and ac-
knowledged by each group as possessing nigh l it era ry 
ability. 
\Villiam Stanley Braithwaite, more American 
than Negro published in 1904 Lyrics of Life and Love 
and four years l a ter Hous e of Falling Leaves. In 1922 
appeared Sandy Star and Wil l ie Gee. Born in Boston 
in 1878 , Braithwaite is a.n example of a self-educated 
man who surmounted many difficulties in order to gp.in 
his goal. Choosing between the creative and critical 
faculties, Mr. Braithwaite chose to cultivate the latter. 
He has published annually since 1913 an Anthologyof 
li.iaga.zine Verse with the aim of encouraging young writers 
to r a3.ch thei :r goal. He also collected and edited tlle 
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Golden Treasury of Mag?:,zine Verse, the books of Eliz"bethan, 
Georgian and R§storation Verse and has been a constant 
contributor to the Boston Transcript. In 1934 he accepted 
the rrnair of Creative Writing at Atlanta University. 
Lyrics of L~ye and Love_ represants the best of his early 
work . Keats and Shelley are pl a inly his models. In a 
number of Mr. Braithwaite's lyrics there is an atmosphere 
of mystery that vvi th the charming simplicity of manner, 
strongly suggests Blake. The following stanzas from 
11 Sandy S:ijar 11 will perhaps illue. trate t h is auality . 
No more from out the sunset, 
No more across the foam, 
No more across the windy hills 
Will Sandy Star come home. 
He went away to sea rch ~~, 
With a curse upon his tongue, 
And in his hands the staff of life 
Made music as it swung. 
I wonder if he found it 
And kno ws the mystery now: 
Our Sandy Star who went away 
With the secret on his brow. 
1. Benjamin F. Seldon, Ant hology of Negro PoetrL_ p. 4-8 
Mr. Braithwaite is not race-conscious in his writing. 
He seems thoroughly conversant vrlth the subtleties and 
finest eff ects of the art poetic and his impulses to 
write sp ring from the purest motives of art. Hence, in 
ni s wor k, he tak es hi s place among the few. 11 Sic Vi t a " 
br eathes of the joy of living. 
Heart free, hand free 
Blue above, brown under. 
All the world to me 
Is a ulace of wonder. 
Sun shine, moon shine, 
Stars and winds ablowing , 
Al l into this heart of mine, 
Flo wing, flo wing, flowing! 
Mind free, step free 
Days to follow after, 
Joys of' life sold to me 
Fo r the price of l au ghter. 
Girl's love, man's love 
Love of work and duty 
Just a will of God's to prove 
Beauty, beauty, beauty ! 2 
Clement Woo d in Hunters of Heaven, writing of his critical 
faculties says or· Braithwaite: 11 He may be over-cc:t tho li c 
in his inclusi ons, but he has shifted his emphasis from 
echoes to real poetry. He is an admirable anthologist 
and his :books· _a re indispensable to a grasp of modern poetry." 
The Transcript, (November 30, 1915) after a sp~cia.l re-
cep t ion for him in New York by the authors of America 
said: 11 He has helped poetry t o r eaders as well a s to poets. 
One is guilty of no extravagance in saying t hat the poet s 
we have- and they may tak e their place with thei r p eers 
2. Ibid., p . 4f5 
in any country - and tne gathering deference we pay them, 
are created largely out of the stubborn, self-eff acing 
enthusiasm of this one man. In a sense their distinction 
is his ovm . 11 
James V·eldon Johnson, teacher, author, publicist, 
now of New York but born in Florida is a man of various 
abilities, accomplishments and activities. First a 
school-principal, then a practitioner of the law, he 
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followed at last the strongest propensity and turned author. 
He collaborated with his brother in writing songs for musi-
cal shows but soon tired of the work. After serving seven 
years as United States Consul in Vene zuela and Nicaragua 
he became secretary of the National Association for the 
Advanceillent of Colored People and now occupies the Chair 
· of Creative Literature at Fisk University. Since 1931+ 
he ha s delivered a series of lectures at New York Univer-
sity. 
His first book of verse Fifty Years and Other 
Poems (191~) contains much of the humor and the stern 
pathos of the Negro as stnger. The best poem is the 
one dedicated to the creators of the spiritual. 
0 black and unknovvn bards of long a go 
How came your lips to touch the sacred fire? 
Ho w, in your darkness, di d you come to know 
The power and beauty of the minstrel's lyre? 3 
3· Benjamin F. Seldon, op. cit., p. 4-6 
In 1922 he edited the anthology, The Book of Amer ican 
Negro Poetry with a scholarly intro duction - a notable 
contributi on to the literature of Negro Poetry. God's 
Trombones (1927) ca tches so mething of the rhythm and 
i ma gery of t he older Negro p rea chers. The volume con-
sists of seven Negro s ermons in verse. Here Johnson 
ha s rea ched down into folk-stuff , using sonorous rhyth-
mica l f ree verse, employing the rich uninhibited i magery 
of the old time itinerant preacher. The piety of the 
1\fegro is t he mos t joyous in Christendom. The result i s 
Johnson's best book of poems. 11 The Creation11 and 11 Go 
Do\vn Dea th" a re pe rhap s the f inest. 
The Creation 
And Go d stepp ed out on spa ce , 
And he looked a round and s a id, 
11 I 1m lonely -
I 1 11 mak e me a world . 11 
An d far as the eye of God could see 
Da r kness covered ever ything, 
Blacker than a hundred midni ghts , 
Down in a cyp ress swamp . 
Then Go d smiled 
And the li ght b r ok e. 
And the da rknes s roll ed up on one si de, 
And the li ght stood shining on the o ther, 
An d God sa i d, 11 Tha t 1 s good." 4 
These poems mu s t be rea d in entirety of course , to ca tch 
4. Benjamin F. Seldon, op. cit., p . 42 
the picture and the spirit of the old preachers who 
might have intoned these very words. This is real 
artistic expression and one of the finest volumes of 
Negro verse ever published. 
Charles BeTtram Johnson, teacher, preacher 
and poet, is another lyricist of this pe ~iod. In 
all of his work he has been guided by the principles 
of truth and beauty. Little awareness of race shows 
in his ver se. He gives himself over wholly to the 
delight and beauty of his son8 as in lines like the 
fo llo1ving: 
Soul and Star 
So oft from out the verge afar 
The dear dreams throng and throng , 
Sometimes I thi nk my soul a star, 
And li f e a pulsed song . 5 
Leslie Pinckn ey Hill, presi d ent of Cheyney 
State Teachers College, Pennsylvania is the a u t hor of 
a book of ver se Wings of Oppression (1921). His poems 
express clearly what bas been engraved on the heart of 
the Negro t hrough memorable years of opp ression, dis-
cxi rnina tion an.d segrega. tion. His verse does not re-
veal the greatest inspirat:l.on or f lexibility, but does 
express earnest feeling embodied in memorable expression. 
5· lbbert T. Kerlin, Negro Poets and their Poems, p.96 
Georgia Douglas Johnson, another teacher, has 
published three volumes of verse, Heart · of a Woman (191S) 
Bronze (1922) and Autumn Love Cycle (192S). Most of her 
work transcends the bounds of race but her second book 
speaks of the strivings of the Negro. In her earlier 
work she cultivated the poignant, sharply chiselled lyric 
so popular with Sara Teasdale. Later there came into her 
verse a deep er, more mellow note. Something of her style 
may be seen in the following lines: 
My Little Dreams 
I'm folding up my little dreams 
Within my heart to - night, 
And praying I may soon forget 
The torture of their si ght. 
jfor time's deft fingers scroll my brow 
With full relentless a rt -
I'm folding up my little dreams 
To-ni ght, within my heart. 6 
Jessie Fauset Har r is, a Phi Beta Kappa of Cornell 
and who has since studied at the Sorbonne in Pa ris and 
traveled extensively in Europe writes lyric verse o:t a 
haunting beauty. There is an absence of any racial note 
in her poetry, although her prose - she is the author of 
several novels - deals exclusively with racial themes, 
6. Countee Cullen, Caroling Dusk, P· 79 
particularly with the peculiar problems of the mulatto. 
The lyrical qua.li ty of her workmanship may be seen in the 
following: 
Dead Fires 
If this is peace, this dead and leaden thing , 
Then better f a r the ha teful fret, the sting , 
Better the wound forever seeking balm 
Than this gray calm! 
Is this pain's success? Better far the a che, 
The long-drawn dreary day, the night 1 s white wake, 
Better the choking si gh, the sobbing breath 
Than passion's death! 7 
Anne Spencer of Lynchburg writes with a cool 
precision - an independent and compressed style of special 
appeal to the intelli gent sia. Oftimes t here is an exotic 
note as in "Before the Feast of .Shushan 11 but seldom is 
there any reference to r a ce. She employs modern verse 
f orms and never leaves one in doubt as to her co mmand of 
her medium. 
a rt: 
Two short poems will serve to illustrate her 
Nei ghbors 
Ah, you are cruel; 
You ask too much; 
Offered a hand, a fin ger-tip 
You must have a soul to clutch. 
7· Benjamin F. Sel don, op. cit., p. 73 
S . Oountee Cullen, op . cit., p . 47 
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Innocence 
She tripped and fell against a star, 
A lady we all have known; 
Just what the villagers lusted for 
To claim her one of their ovm; 
Fallen but once, the lower felt she, 
So turned her face and died,-
Wi t h never a houndin g :fool to see 
1 Twas a sta.r-lance in her side! 9 
Angelina Weld Grimke 1 s brief lyrics are vivid 
imaging of objects plus beauty of idea and form. These 
exquisite bits of verse, fragile as a cobweb are sheer 
beauty. 
Dawn 
Grey trees, grey skies, and not a star; 
Grey mist, grey bush; 
And then, frail, exquisite, afar; 
A hermit-thrush. 10 
Dusk 
Twin stars through my purpling pane, 
The shriveling husk 
Of a yellowing moon on the vrc:me-
And the dusk. 11 
The Puppet Player 
Sometimes it seems as though some puppet player 
A clenched jaw cupping a craggy chin 
Sits just beyond the border of our seeing, 
Twitching the strings with slow sardonic grin. 12 
9· Countee Cullen, op. cit., p. 51 
10. Robert T. Kerlin, op. cit., p. 153 
11. Countee Cullen, op. cmt ., p. 46 
12. Ibid., p. 46 
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A Winter Twilight 
A silence slipping round like death, 
Yet chased by a whisper, a sigh, a breath; 
One group of trees, lean, naked and cold, 
Inking their crests 1 gainst a sky green-gold; 
One path that knows where the corn flowers were; 
Lonely, apart, unyielding, one fir; 
And over it softly leaning down, 
One star that I loved ere the fields went brown. 13 
Mary Effie Lee Newsome tu1~ns her talent to the 
difficult art of writing poetry for children- poetry which 
appeals to the juvenile ear and yet sacrifices none o f the 
sense of literary values. How well she has succeeded raay 
be seen in the following: 
Pansy 
Oh, the blue, blue bloom 
On the velvet cheek 
Of the little pansy's face 
That hides away so still and cool 
In some soft garden place! 
The tiger lily's orange fires, 
The red lights from the rose 
Aren't like the gloom on tha t blue cheek 
Of the softest flower that gro ws! 14 
Sky Pictures 
Sometimes a big white moUJ.itain 
Or great soft polar bear, 
0 r lazy little flocks of sheep 
Move on in the blue air. 
The mountains tear themselves like floss 
The b ears all melt away. 
The little sheep will drift apart 
In such a sudden way. · 
And then new sheep and moun ta.ins come. 
13. Ibid., P· 46 
14. Oountee Cullen, op . cit., p. 56 
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New polar bears appear 
And roll and tumble on again 
Up in the sky so clear. 
The polar bear would like to get 
~~ere pola r bears belong. 
The mountains try so hard to stand 
In one place firm and strong. 
The little sheep all vvant to stop 
And pasture in the sky, 
But never can these things be done, 
Although they try and tryl 15 
As mentioned elsewhere inthis chapter there 
was being produced in America at this time a literat ure 
of protest, sometimes vehement and bitter, sometimes 
pathetic and prayerful. The Negro is seldom humorous 
on the subject of racial discriminations. Occasionally 
in dialect verse he s till makes mer1y with the foibles 
or over-accentuated traits of certain types of the Negro. 
In general, however, the Negro verse-smith goes to his 
work grimly. He is there to smite, and sometimes the 
anvil clangs more mi ghtily than musically. Georgia 
Douglas Johnson's 11 To My Son 11 has a world of pathos for 
every reflecting person in its unanswered question. 
Joshua Henry Jones, Jr. appeals from man's inhun~nities 
to God's prevailing power in passiona te stanzas like the 
following: 
They've lynched a man in Dixie 
0 C~d, behold the crime 
And midst the mad mob's howling 
How sweet the church bells chime! 16 
15. Ibid., p • 57 
16. Robert T. Kerlin, op. cit., P• 234 
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Walter Everette Hawkins in a poem entitled 
11 A Festival in Christendom11 relates how the white people 
of a certain corM~unity were on their way to church on 
the Sabbath day when -
And so the Christian mob did turn 
From prayer, to rob, to lynch and burn. 17 
Few a re the poets quoted or mentioned in this work who 
have not contributed to this literature of p rotest. The 
Negro's deep resentment of his wrongs found its most 
artistic expression in the verse of Claude lvfcKay. 
Race consciousness attained an extraordina ry 
pitch in t he Negro and though there is somewhat of an 
abatement at the p resent one f inds it breaking out again 
and again in his literature. Writers, orators a n d edu-
ca tors have all borne witness to a feeling of grea t in-
tensity on all subjects perta ining to their race - the 
di scriminations and injustices practised a gainst it, t h e 
limitations tha t would be i mposed upon it, the contumelies 
tha t would offend it. The ancient role of the poet 
whereby he is ident ified with the prophet is being resumed 
by the enkindled souls of black men. 
17. Robert T. Ke r lin, op . cit., p . 234 
CHAPTER VI 
Climbing Up the ~Iountain 
Our souls hi gh dr~ams 
Untouched by bondage and its rod 
Burn on ! and on l and on l 
It has become evident to those who have serious-
ly studied the present-day: li'fe of the Neg1·o that there has 
been in these recent years a renascence of the Negro soul. 
Poet1·y is one of its modes of expression. Other express-
ions there are, very significant ones, too, expressions 
which are material, tangible, exp ressible in figures. 
Not of this kind is poetry. In the poetry which the Ne-
gro is producing today there is a challenge to the world. 
His .race has been deeply stirred by recent events; its 
reaction has been nughty. 
Negro literature, as all other American litera-
ture in recent years has been realistic and to some extent 
analytical. Its subject matter has, in a l a rge degree 
been influenced by writers not of the race who proposed 
to exploit it. Harlem began to be attractive and anything 
suggesting the primitive was in demand. There was a rapi d 
·-
and exciting growth of jazz and the spirit of hedonism 
and paganism seemed to abound. Introsp ection and self-
pity ran riot culminating in the vogue of the 11 blues 11 • 
There was a strong craving for the exotic and black be-
came fashionable. 
This recent literary striving began in the 
throes of the World War and gave a new sense of freedom 
to the writer. Latent impulses came to the surface and 
supp ressed desires were given rein. This revised order 
brought into p rominence tha t quality of Negro romcmti-
cism which is his greatest gift and, too, his grea test 
pit-fall. · Romanticism accordi ng to one critic, is a 
disease, in that it thr ows emphasis on sensational effects 
and often abnormal states of mind. 
However, some of the best work produced by 
Negroes was brought to li ght in this era. The craze 
died down and the work of real mer it remained. Verse 
by Negroes began to appear in the better magazines, 11 The 
Century11 , 11 The American Mercury11 the "Atlantic Monthly 11 
etc. and a magazine devoted to Negro poetry, 11 Black Opals 11 , 
app eared. The 11 Crisis11 and 11 0pportuni ty11 magazines f os-
tered the growth of poetry by offering prizes for the 
best poems submi tted in t llei r resp ective contests. 
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The more recent poets, most of them young studen·ts 
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in colleco , began to experiment with new metrical effects. 
They began to put more emphasis on pattern in their efforts 
to secure the inflection of collo qui al speech. Their 
images were vivid and fresh and often bizarre exp ressions 
were used to secure desired effects. In fact, t he same 
sa me changes apparent in American verse,revealed themselves 
in verse written by Negroes. 
The b est Negro writers write f rom t heir individ-
ual experience, not forgetf ul, however, of their p eculia r 
racial gifts in striving to make a contribution to American 
a rt. The strengths and weaknesses of their art seems to 
lie f irst in thei r deli ght in decoration which sometimes 
degenera tes into ove r -orna teness; next is their genius f or 
striking images; their intoxication with the sound of wor ds 
which oftimes leads to meaningless incoherence, and a bent 
for the dramatic which sometimes suffers from lack of re-
straint. In general, recent poetry is c l oser to the 
heart of the folk. 
Fore-rm1ner of these poets, deeply rooted in 
t h e song-tr aditions of his people is Fenton Johnson. To 
him the classic Spirituals a fford inspiration and pattern 
and their inf luence can be reco gn i zed thr oughout his work . 
He published three volumes of verse, Little Dreaming (1912), 
Vision of Dusk (1915) and Songs of the Soil (191 6. Few 
poems sound a more passionate note t .han .his ' 11 Tired11 • 
Ti red 
I am tired of work; I am tired of building up somebody 
else's civilization. 
Let us take a rest, M1 Lissy J ane. 
I will go down to the Last Chance Saloon, drink a gallon or 
two of gin, shoot a game or two of dice and sleep 
the rest of the night on one of Mike's barrels. 
You will let the old shanty go to rot, the white people's 
clothes turn to dust, and the Calvary Baptist ~aurch 
sink to the bottomless pit. 
You will spend your days for getting you mar r ied me an& 
your nights hunting the warm gin Mi ke serve the 
ladies in the rear of the Last Chance Saloon. 
Th:row the children into the river ; civilization has gi ven 
us too many. It is better to die than it is to grow 
up and find out that you are colored. 
Pluck the stars out of the heavens. The stars mark 
our destiny. The stars Ire.rked my destiny. 
I am tired of civilization. l 
Walter Everette Hawkins sounds a strange racial 
note in his verse. His poems are the bold and faithful 
expressions of his dauntless personality. His 11 Credo 11 
of which a verse is gi ven below is vigorous reading. 
Credo 
I am an Iconoclast. 
I break the limbs of idols, 
And smash the traditions of men. 2 
Dead at the age of twenty-three, Joseph Seamon 
Cotter, Jr. left behind a t hin volume of poems. The 
Band of Gideon 1 of whi ch the title pi ece bears the stamp 
1. James Weldon Johnson, BQok of American Negro Poetry, p.71 
2. Robert T. Kerlin, Negro Poets, p. 119 
of genius. The stamp of the African mind is on it as 
well as the spirit of the old plantation songs and ser-
mons. 
No poet has more poi gnantly felt and more 
artistically exp ressed the life of t he American Negro 
than Claude :McKay, writer of perfect sonnets. His vol-
umes of verse are Spring in New Hampshire (1920) , Ha rlem 
Shadows (1922), with an introduction by Diax Eastman and · 
A Long Ways from Home (1938). Of his work , Max Ea stman 
says: "These poems have a special interest for all the 
races of man because they are sung by a pure-blooded 
Negro. They are the first si gnificant expressi on o i ' 
t ha t race in poetry ..... And it should be illumina ting to 
observe that while these poems are characteristic of tha t 
race as we mo s t admire it - they are gentle, simple, 
candi d , brave and friendly , quick of laughter and of tears-
yet t h ey a re still more clm l·acteristic of what is deep and 
universal in mankind." 
(oKay's daring sonn et 11 The Harlem Dancer", which express es 
a feelin g of tenderness and indignation attracted immediate 
attention. 
The Harlem Dancer 
App lauding youths l aughed with young prosti t utes 
And watched h er p erfect, half-cl othed body sway ; 
Her voice was like the sound of blended flutes 
Blown by black players upon a picnic day. 
She sang and danced on gracefully and calm, 
The li ght gauze hc:mging loose about her form; 
To me she seemed a proudly-swaying palm 
Grown l ove l ier for passing through a storm 
Upon her swarthy neck, black shiny curls 
Profusely fell; and , tossing coins in p raise, 
The wine-fl ushed , bold-eyed boys, and even the girls 
Devoured her with eager passiona te gaze; 
But, looking at her falsely-smiling face, 
I knew her self was not in t ha t strange place. 3 
3· Robert T. Kerlin, op. cit., p. 128 
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'I'he militant poem 11 If We .Must Die 11 is also much quoted. 
Here the Negro speaks vvi th a. boldness which is the 
antithesis of the sentimental dialect verse which used 
to be affected by many Negro wri~ers. 
If We Must Die 
If we must die - let it not be like hogs 
Hunted and penned in an inglorious spot, 
While round us bark the mad and hungry dogs, 
Making their mock at our accursed lot. 
If we must die - oh, let us nobly die, 
So that our p recious blood may not be shed 
In vain; then even the monsters we defy 
Shall be constrained to honor us though dead! 
Oh, kinsman! We must meet the cownon foe; 
Though far outnumbered: let us still be brave, 
And for their thousand blows deal one death-blow! 
What though before us lies the op en gr a ve? 
Like men we 111 face the murderous, cowardly pack, 
Press·ed to the wall, dying , but - fighting back! .4 
V.'hat many Negroes feel in the face of oppression is well 
voiced by McKay in his poem 11 America 11 • 
Although she feeds me br ead of bitterness, 
And sinks into my throat her ti ger's tooth, 
Stealing my breath of life, I will confess 
I love this cultured hell that tests my youth! 
Her vi gor flows like tides into my blood, 
Giving me strength erect against her hate. 
Her bigness sweeps my being like a f lood. 
Yet as a revel fronts a king in state, 
I stand within her walls with not a shred 
Of terror, malice, not a word of jeer. 
Darkly I gaze into the days ahead, 
And see her might and granite wonders there, 
Beneath the touch of 'rime's unerring hand., 
Like p riceless treasures sinking in the sand. 5 
4. Louis Untermeyer, Modern American Poetry, p. 4S2 
5· Countee Cullen, Caroling Dusk, p. 83 
Yet the poet oft forgets the burden of race 
and sings of the beauty of nature s.s in "Flame Heart" -
dedicated to the poinsettia "blood-red in warm Decem-
ber 11 and 11 Spring in New Hampshire", the beauty of cities 
as "Dawn in New York 11 , 11 Night . Fires 11 , "Russian Cathedral" 
and the beauty of imagination as he paints for us the 
various personal emotions as in 11 Desola te11 and11 Absence 11 • 
Jamaican born, McKay sings of his nostalgia often but 
never more potently than in 11 The Tropics in New York 11 : 
Bananas ripe and green, and ginger root, 
Cocoa in pods and alligator p ears, 
And tangerines and mangoes and grapefl~it, 
Fit for the hi ghest prize at parish fairs. 
Set in the windov,bringing memories 
Of fruit-trees laden by low-singing rills, 
And dewy dawns, and mystical blue skies 
In benedictions over nun-like hills. 
M.y eyes grew dim, and I could no more gaze; 
A wave of long~ng through my body swept, 
And, hungry for the old, familiar ways, 
I turned away and bowed my head and wept. 6 
Jean Toomer is one of the finest artists of 
Negro letters. He is a philosopher and a psychologist 
in temperament. His poems are naturalistic and show a 
fine sense of proportion and balance. Toomer is known 
pre-eminently as fl novelist and devotes himself mostly 
to the writing of fiction but his poems s tamp him as a 
6. Benjamin F. Seldon, Anthology of Negro Poetry, p. 63 
Sl 
poet of superior talent and lofty inspiration. His 
volume, Cane, was published in New York in 1923. The 
poem 11 Reapers 11 presents a complete and vivid picture. 
Black reapers with the sound of steel on stones 
Are sharpening scythes. I see them place the hones 
In their hip-pockets as a thing that's done, 
And start their silent swinging, one by one. 
Black horses drive a mower through the weeds, 
And there, a field-rat, startled, squealing bleeds, 
His belly close to the ground. I see the blade, 
Blood-stained, continue cutting weeds and shade. 7 
In 11 G·eorgia Dusk" - Toomer t ells the story of a lynching 
beginning with the lines-
The sky, lazily disdaining to pursue 
'Ehe setting sun, too indolent to hold 
A lengthened tournament for flashing gold, 
Passively dark ens for ni ght's barbecue. 
A feast of moon and men and barking hounds, 
An orgy for some genius of the South 
With blood-hot eyes and cane-lipped scented mouth, 
Surprised in making folk-son gs from soul sounds .-
And concludes with the exhortation-
0 singers, resinous and soft your songs 
Above the sacred whisper of the pines, 
Give virgin lips to cornf ield concubines, 
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Bring dreams of Christ to dusky cane-lipp ed throngs. 3 
7. Countee Cullen, op . cit., P· 94 
8 • Ibid . , p • 95 
Here is a po rtl~ai t study of s t c:ntling bea,u.t y -
Hair-
silver-gray, 
Face 
like streams of stars. 
Brows -
recurved canoes 
quivered by the ripples blown by pain. 
Her eyes 
mist of tears 
condensing on the flesh below 
And her channeled muscles 
are cluster grapes of sorrow 
purple in the evening sun 
nearly ripe for worms. 9 
Jean Toomer's poems are peculiarly racial. · Though 
they burn, it is a cool flame which does not cloud his 
lyricism. 
Sterling A. Brown is one of the few devotees 
of dialect poetry. By some deft touch he is able to 
compose with the freshness and naturalism of folk balladry 
a book of poems, Southern Road (1932) which should con-
vince the most sceptical that moder Negro life can yield 
real balladry and that a Negro poet can achieve an au-
thentic folk-touch. This folk-to uch is independent of 
the dialect because he has caught the deeper idiom of 
feeling . The dialect of Southern Road is local a.nd 
localized caref ully so that it varies according to the 
brogue of the locality. It is not to be confused with 
9 . Ibid. , p . 9 9 
the old time dialect of Dunbar and his school of writers. 
In this book, Brown recaptures the shrewd Aesopian qua.li ty 
of Negro folk-thought so plainly discernible in African 
and American folk-lore. No truer p icture of the Negro 
has ever yet been gi ven poetically. These portraits of 
l~: aumee Ruth, of Bi g Boy, of a roustabout with an itching 
heel must be read in entirety to be app reciat ed. They 
are too long to include here. Sterling Brown 1 s verses 
ha ve appeared in Braithwaite's An t holo gies of Magazine 
Verse, and Caroling Dusk edited by Oountee CUllen. From 
t h e la.tter book is tak en t ni s sonnet 11 Salutamus 11 • The 
k eynote of the poem - 11 0 gentlemen, the time of li fe is 
snort 11 is from 11 Henry I V11 of Shakespeare -
The bitterness of days like these we know; 
Much, much we know, yet cannot understand 
Wl1at was our crime that such a searing brand 
Not of our choosing , keeps us hated so. 
Despair an d disappointment only grow, 
Vfuatever seeds are planted from our hand, 
Vfuat though some roads wind through a gladsome land? 
It is a gloomy path that we must go. 
And yet we know relief will come some day 
For these seared breasts; and l ads as brave again 
Will ulant and find a fairer crop than ours. 
It must be due our hearts, our rmnds, our powers; 
These are the beacons to blaze out the way 
We must plunge on y;e rd; onward, gentlemen ...... 10 
Langston Hughes, the 11 poet laureate of upp er 
Seventh Avenue 11 sings of the Negro :aas s es. The in-
10. Countee CUllen, op. ci t ., p . 133 
fluence of Carl Sandburg is easily seen in his use of 
jazz rhythms and colloquial phrasing~ The l'e are vivid 
images, shouting color in this poetry of Hughes• and a 
striving after new and unusual verse schemes. His 
11 blues11 poetry is his most ori ginal contribution, with 
their humor, a bandon and recklessness without self-con-
sciousness. His portraits of Negro workmen a re parti-
cula rly fine as the following poem 11 Florida Road Workers" 
will illustrate: 
I 1m makin 1 a road 
For the cars 
To fly by on. 
Ma.kin 1 a road 
Through the palmetto thicket 
For li ght and civilization 
To travel on. 
Makin' a road 
For the rich old white men 
To sweep over in their big cars 
And leave me standin' here. 
Su r e, 
A road help s all of us! 
Vlhi te folks ride -
And I get to see 'em ride. 
I ain't never seen nobody 
Ride so fine before. 
Hey buddy! 
Look at me. 
I' m makin 1 a road! 11 
Of the blues, Langston Hughes wri tes, 11 The Bluee~, 
unlike the Spirituals, have a strict poetic pattern; one 
long line repeated and a third line to rhyme wit h the first 
two. Sometimes the second line in repetition is slightly 
changed and sometimes, but very s eldom, it is ami tted. '.i.,he 
mood of the Blues is a l most a l ways despondency, but when 
they are sung, people lau6h· 11 
11. Louis Unterrneyer, op. cit., p. 612 
Homesick Blues 
De railroad bri dge's 
A sad song in de air. 
De railroad bridge 's 
A sad song in de ai r. 
Ever' time de trains pass 
I wants to go s omewhere. 
I went down to de station; 
~~ hea rt was in rna mouth. 
Went down to de station; 
Heart was in rna mouth . 
Lookin' for a box car 
'l'o roll me to de South. 
Homesick blues, Lawd 
s•a terrible thing to have. 
Homesick blues is 
A terrible t hing to have. 
To keep from cryin 1 
I opens ma mouth an' l aughs. 12 
S6 
There is also a mystic note in Hughes 1 poetry - a note 
which speaks of the past as in 11 The Negro Sp eaks of Hi vers 11 • 
I've known rivers: 
I've known rivers ancient as the world and older 
than the f low of human blood in human veins. 
My soul has grown deep like the rivers. 
I bathed in the Euphrates when da~ms were young. 
I built my ·hut near the Congo and it l ulled me to sleep. 
I looked upon the Nile and raised the pyramids above it. 
I heard t he singing of the Mi ssissippi when Ab e Lincoln 
went down to New Or leans, and I've seen its 
r.mddy bosom t urn all golden in the sunset. 
I've known rivers: 
Ancient, dusky rivers. 
My soul has gro vm deep - like the rivers. 13 
12. Ibid., P• 611 
13. Countee Cullen, op . cit., p. 149 
There is a summons, a challenge f or the future in 
11 I, Too 11 -
I, too, sing America. 
I am the darker brother. 
They send me to eat in the kitchen 
When company comes, 
But I l augh, 
And eat well, 
And grow strong. 
Tomorrow 
I'll sit at the table 
v1h en company comes. 
Nobody 1 11 dare 
Say to me, 
"Eat in the kitchem." 
Then. 
Besides, 
They'll see how beautiful I am 
And be ashamed, -
I, too, am America. 14 
'fhere is the poignant beauty of 11 1:11o ther to Son11 : 
Well, son, I 111 tell you: 
Life for me ain 1 t been no crystal stair:; 
It's had t a cks in it, 
And splinters, 
And boa rds torn up, 
And places with no carpet on the floor-
Bare 
But all the time 
I'se been a-climbin' on 
And reachin' landin's, 
And turnin' corners, 
And sometimes go in 1 in the dark 
Where there a in't been no light. 
So, boy, don't you turn back. 
Don't you set down on the steps 
14. Ibid., P· 145 
Cause you finds it's kinder hard. 
Don 1 t you fall now -
For I 1 se still goin', honey, 
I 1 se still climbin', 
And life for me ain't been no crystal stair. 15 
Langston Hughes b~s published three volumes of 
verse, The Weary ~lues in 1926, Fine Clothes to the Jew (1927) 
and The Dream Keeper and Other Poems, 1932. Whatever his 
shortcomings, he is honest in adhering to his point of view 
in emphasizing the racial idea. He has always rebelled 
against conventional patterns and has lived his life as to 
himself seemed best. Po ems for Langston Hughes are 
occasional outbursts of feelings, moods and dreams; or 
else they are definite experiments to express universal 
and racial rhythm shot through with deep emotional ex-
peri ence. 
Countee Cullen is an authentic poet, some of· 
whose lyrics "vie with the finest in Ame rica, regardless 
of color or extraction. 11 Lacking the deep racial quality 
of Langston Hughes, his is a more literary accomplishment. 
He interprets the ~haracter and the psychology of the 
modern Negro with more understanding than any other of 
the major Negro poets. He belongs to the classical 
school - his models are Keats and Shelley - yet these old 
forms come from his pen filled with fresh beauty and an 
15. Ibid., P• 151 
imaginative ime.gery. There is a singing quality in his 
lyrics and an effective handling of metre and rhyme. 
Though Cullen revolts against the limitations of being 
a "Negro poet 11 in the sense of wishing for consideration 
or allowances on account of race or color, or recognizing 
a limitation to racial themes, the best of his poetry is 
motivated by race. His poems reveal a reckl es sn es s in 
singing of the transiency of love, a deli ght in beauty, 
a deep pessimism, and a strong revolt against conventional 
reli gion, He has the power of epi grammatic expression. 
The two most poignant lines in Ameri can literature are in 
his sonne t , in which he expr esses the fact tha t God can 
explain all the puzzling paradoxes of life, then with 
irony, mingled with pathos and tragedy, the final couplet 
says -
11 Yet do I ms.rvel at this curious thing -
To mRke a poet black and bid him sing ." 
In his racial poetry Cullen never descends to propaganda 
but cools his indignation a nd sharpens it with irony, 
a new and po werful note in Negro poetry o.s in the foll ow-
ing , 11 Incident 11 • 
Once riding in old Baltimore 
Hea rt-filled, hea d f illed with glee , 
I saw a Baltimorean 
Keep looking stra i ght a t me -
Now I was ei ght and very s mall 
And he was no whit bi gger 
And so I smiled but he poked out 
His tongue and called- me, l1 Ni gger 11 • 
I saw t he whole of Baltimore 
From xJ!ay until December. 
Of all the things tha t happened 
That's all tha t I remember . 
there 
16 
'!'he poem 11 Heri tage 11 s weeps a long full of exoti c beaut y, 
vivid color and mystery , somehow suggesting the beat of 
the drum in its rhythm . A stanza to illustra te 
Wha t is Africa to me: 
Copper sun or scarlet sea 
Jungle star or jungle tra ck , 
Strong bronzed men, o r re ga l b l a ck 
Women f rou1 whose loins I s prang 
1lllien the birds of Eden sang? 
One thr ee centuries removed 
From the scenes his f a t hers loved, 
Spicy grove, cinnamon tree, 
What is Africa to me? 17 
Untermeyer calls this one of the finest poems p ro duced 
by an Amer ican Negro. 
Cullen's poem to hi s i dol, John Keats, breathes 
of his love of beaut y and of the intoxica tion of the 
sp ring - as a stanza will serve to illustra t e : 
16. Count ee Cullen, op . cit., P• 1~7 
17. Louis Untermeyer, op. ci t ., p . 614 
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• 
I cannot hold my peace, John Keats: 
There never· was a spring like this; 
It is an echo, tl1a t repeats 
My l as t year's song and next year's bliss. 
I know, in spite of all men say 
Of Beauty, you have felt her most 
Yea, even in your grave the way 
Is laid. Poor, troubled , lyric ghost, 
Spring never was so fair and dear 
As Beauty mak es her seem this year. 1g 
Cullen has a gift for pithy statement, as seen 
by his epi taphs which are everywhere widely quoted. Per-
haps one of the most familiar and ironic is the following: 
For a Lady I Know 
She even thinks that up in heaven 
Her class lies late and snores, 
While poor black cherubs l'ise a t seven 
To do celestial chores. 
In . contrast: 
Lines for My Granillftother 
This lovely flower fell to seed. 
\'{o xlr gently, sun and rain -
She held it as her dying creed 
That she would grow again. 
Ii'or Paul Lawrence Dunbar 
Born of the sorxowful of heart 
Ivlirth was a crown upon his head; 
Pride kept his twisted lips apart 
In jest, to hide a heart that bled. 
18 . Oountee Cullen, op. cit., p. USl.~ 
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For Amy Lowell 
She leans across a golden table 
Confronts God with an eye 
Still puzzled by the standard label 
All flesh bears: Nade to die -
And questions him if He is able 
To reassure her why. 
And a gain, For John Keats, Apostle of Beauty 
Not writ in water nor in mist, 
Sweet lyric throat, thy name. 
Thy singing lips that cold death kissed 
Ha ve seared his own with flame. 
For a Virgin Lady 
F'o r forty years I shunned the lust 
Inherent in my clay 
Death only was so a~orous 
I let him ha ve his \~.y. 19 
Oountee Cullen has published several books of verse -
Color (1925) and Copper Sun (1927), Ballad of the Brown 
Girl (1927) and Caroling Dusk (1927), an anthology in 
which he reveals unexpected editorial acumen, The Black 
Christ (1 930 ) and 'rhe kiedea and Some Poems (1935 ). 
A rna Bon temps is at all times cool, calm and 
intensely religious. He is alert to styles but is not 
to be identi f ied with the Harlem school. He is much 
better balanced than man§'~' of his contemporaries and uses 
standard li ~erary forms. He moreover tak es little ad-
vantage of the opportunities offered for rhymed polemies. 
19. Ibid., p. 186, l t37 
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F'ew of his poems shmv any racia l feeling. 
'l'o A Young Girl Lea ving t h e Hill Country 
The hills are wroth; the stones have scored you bitterly 
Because you looked upon the naked sun 
Oblivious o f them, because you did no t see 
Tne t 1· ees you touched o~· mountains t ha t you walked upon. 
But there will come a day of da rknes s in t h e land, 
A day wherein remembered sun alone comes through 
To ma.rk the hills; then perhaps you 111 un derstand 
Just ho w it was you drew fro m them a n d they from you. 
Fo r there will be a bent old woman in that day 
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Who, feeling something o f the country in her bones, 
·,-Jill leave her house tapping with a stick, who will (they say) 
Come back to se ek the girl she was in thes e fami liar stones.20 
Gwendolyn Bennett s hows strong racial emphases 
in her poetry. A painter, her poems drip with color as 
if she had di pp ed her pen in her palette. 
11 Fantasy 11 will illustrate: 
I sailed in my dr eam to the La nd of Night 
Where you were the da r k- eyed queen, 
Her poem 
And there in t he p<:~llo r o f moon-veiled li ght 
The loveliest thing s were seen .••. 
A slim-neck e d p eacock sauntered t h ere 
In a g~rden of l avender hues, 
And you were strange with your purple hair 
As you sat in your amethyst chair 
\7i th your feet in your hyacinth shoes. 
Oh tne moon gave a bluish li ght Th~·ough the t r ees in t he l and. of dreams and ni ght. 
I stood behind e.. bush of yellow- green 
And whistled a song to the dark-haired queen .... 21 
20. Countee Cullen, op. cit., P• 165 
21. Ibid., p . 15S 
Of the young er poets, there are many who show 
p romise - some even fla shes of' genius. IfiB. e V. Co wd ry 
of Philadelphia published a volume, We Li:t"t Our Vo i ces 
(1936) in which there 1 s nruch verse o f beauty. 'r he 
p oem 11 Feast 11 is perhaps the finest. 
I am d1~nk \ti th beauty 
F'or 
I ha ve had a feast 
Of gold and scarlet leaves 
An d the deep blue wine 
0 1· a u tunm wind. 22 
Th eo dore Stanford publ ished a thin volume of 
verse without racia l emphasis. He needs i mprovement 
in technique but lines such as, 11 A silver echo flun g 
ag2 .. i nst the davm'1 , and 11 'rhe shap e and hue of their im-
p e1·manence 11 show a g enui ne po et. 
Helene Johnson o f New York ha s published 
verses i n 11 Vanity Fai r 11 a nd several metropolitan da.i li es. 
He r sonn et to a Negro in Harlem is most eff ective in its 
sensuousness, while her poem 11 Summer Matur es 11 flashes 
with its vivid imagery and color. A few lines will 
serve to illusti ate Helen Johnson 1 s po-~"!' er t o paint a 
pi c tur'e. 
22. Benjamin Brawley, The Ne grq_ G enius, p . 176 
Summer Matures 
Summer matur es. Brillia .. nt Scorpion 
Appears. The Pelican's thick pouch 
Hangs heavily with perch and slugs. 
The brilliant-bellied newt flashes 
Its crimson cr est in the white 1-vater. 
In the lush meadow, by the river, 
'l'he yellow-freckled toad laughs 
With a toothless gurgle at t he white-neck ed stork 
Standing asleep on one red reedy leg . 23 
Waring Cuney is a metaphysician emphasizing 
I ma gistic poetry. His poems have a~peared in Braith-
waite's "Antholo gy", 11 The Forum 11 and 11 0pportunity 11 • His 
poem, 11 No Images", was awarded the Opportunity p rize for 
No Images 
She does not know 
Her beauty. 
She thinks her brown body 
Has no glory. 
If she coul d dane e 
Naked, 
Under palm trees 
And see her inage in the river 
She would 1cnow. 
But there are no palm trees 
On the street, 
And dish wa t e:~: g,i ves back no ima ges. 24 
23. Oountee Cullen, op. cit., p. 217 
24-. Ibid., p. 212 
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vei·se? 
CHAPTER VII 
Looking Forward. A Symposium of Opinions 
as to the future of American Negro Poetry 
My hands! 
My dark hands l 
Break t h rough the wall 
Find my dream! 
Wnat of t he future of t his output of black 
At present Negro writers a re less self-conscious 
an d less interested in p roving themselves just like white 
p eople. In their incursion into the field of literat u r e 
they seem to care less what white people think or a re 
li k ely to t hink about the race. Relief from the stifling 
consciousness of being a p roblem has brought a certain 
superiority to it. 'rhe sensi tivenese which a generation 
ago denied the existence of any but the educated Negro 
and bitterly opposed dialect, folk song and anything that 
revived the memory of slavery is shading off into a 
sensitivenes s to the hidden beauties of t his life and a 
frank joy and pride in it. It is a fiction that the 
black ma.n has until recently been na ive; in American l if e 
he ha s been painfully self-conscious for generations and 
is only no w beginning to recapture the na ivete he once 
had ori ginally. 
There seem to be t wo major op inions a s t o the 
f uture of Negro poe t ry. Countee Cullen and many other 
outstanding Negro writers feel, tha t to quote 11r. Cullen: 
11 the attempt to corral the ou·l;bul'sts of the ebony muse 
into some definite mold to which a ll poetry by Negroes 
will conf orm seems alto geth er fu t i le a nd aside from the 
facts-----As h ere t ical a s it may sound, there is the 
p robability t hat Neg ro po ets, dep endent as they a re on 
t h e En glish l angua ge, may ha ve more to gain f rom the 
rich background of En glish a n d American poetry t han fro m 
any nebulous atavistic yearnings toward an African inhe ri-
tance . 11 
Langston Hughes, on the other hand and ma>ny 
oth er writers, to judge by their verses, f eel tha t only 
in di ggin g into the f olk-stuff ca n Neg ro poetry be p re-
ser ved from b ecoming i mi t a ti ve - a pale cop y o f Nordic 
verse. 
Concerning the futu r e of Negro poetry Benje~in 
Bl~awley says: "Matthew Arnold r emarked fi fty yea2·s ago , 
11 The f utur e of poet r y i s immense. 11 So i t i s to-day, the 
poetry o f the Negro p eople not less than tha t of others. 
However, i f Ne g ro poetry is t o jus tify our hop es, i t must 
rea lize t ha t the j a z z age is over, t ha t f ree ver se ha s 
passed its zenith, an d tha t in general we must come ba ck 
to lo f tier standards and s a n er mo des of t hink ing as well 
as livi n g . Mere cata lo gues o f ob jects without . a ny 
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suffusing of the imagination do not ma ke for excellence, 
nor \rill it hurt if we ha ve a little less fatalism and 
more faith . 11 
Georgia Dougl a s Johnson says: 11 It ha s been in 
t h e crucible of America's p rejudice and p roscrip tion t hat 
the genius of the Negro poet ha s been born. · In the pa st, 
his poetry has b e en l a r gely a liter ary recording of the 
ecsta ci es of his suf fe r i ng . With the cess<?, tion of this 
stimulus of pain, his poetry will sce,rcely be distinguish-
able from the poetry of other American poets, and in time 
a ssume t h e more w~iversal outlook even t ua lly becomi ng an 
Ameri can poet who is a Negro." 
D2· . W. E. B. DuBois says: 11 The f uture of Negro 
literature and especia lly Negro poetry depends on the 
development of a public tha t wants to read t h e sincere 
an d t hought f ul exp r ession of t h e Negro mind no matter 
ho w bitter or r a dical or unpleasant it may be. If the 
reading public shrink s a t this and wants somethi n g 
plea sant and entertaining; or wan t s Negroes to write as 
t hough t h ey ha d no t been born into the cult ural group 
whicll of n ecessity has shap ed t heir lives and t hought i n 
America; then the development of Negro literatur e will be 
di ff icult. It woul d be possible, of cour se, in the f uture 
an d in the pa st to have men who were of Negro descent 
write a s Americans an d to some p eople thi s seems the i deal; 
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but of course i t is not in that case 11 Negro 11 in the sense 
of being a real expression of this more or less segregated 
cultural body. On the other hand, there is thought and 
feeling arising from the fact tha t twelve million Americans 
ha ve ha d a uni fi ed history and a trying experience for 
many centu1·ies, and expr·ession a rising from that fact is 
worthwhile. This po s es a ::dilemma for the Negro writer. 
If he writes as he feels or thinks, he will not easily 
f ind an audience, f or colo r ed people t hems elves do not 
yet in l a rge numbers buy books; not because they cou l d 
not but because it has not become the fashion among them 
to do so unless the book is 1ndely praised by whites. On 
the other hand the sincere Negro poet is not going to be 
p raised by whites. He may be endured but not more. This 
is shO\m by the fact that sca.rcely a hi story of· America n 
literatur e u s ed in the publ ic schools today mentions a 
s ingle Negro writer; even Dunbar, Chestnutt and Cullen 
are systematically omitted. It woul d be too bad f or us 
to have to 'WCI.i t f or the growth of a buying audience among 
Ne groes b efo r e we could h a ve a development of Ne gro litera -
ture, f or such literature is of si gnificance not merely to 
Ne groes, not even mainly to Negroes; it is of si gnificance 
to America. u 
Dr. Alain Locke, scholar and critic says: "I do 
not see any special or separate future for Negro American 
poetry; but obviously Negro poets must come more and more 
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. into their share of the creative expression of Ameri can 
life and experience. This v ill na turally divide i tself 
into two schools; one explicitly racial in content and 
feeling, the other, general. Both schools ha ve ample 
representation among the younger generation Negro writers ." 
Eff ie Lee Newsome says: "Horizons of Negro 
poetic utterance lifted fr·om the level of cabin tops . .A 
sojoun1 on this plane became strained. Dialect was un-
natural expxession for the men who wrote it. The rhythm 
of Dunbar's verse rather the.n the consistency of his 
colloquialisms 1vas really what sold it. 
'Possum munching and banjo strumming were no more 
permanent essentials in Negro setting than Conestogas 
were established vehicles for white prospectors . Lang-
ston Hughes ha s been successful in perp etuating di a lectai 
expression by use of blues and jazz tempo and a diversion 
from cabin to curb, cabaret. 
Present day Negro verse is forl"lard l ooking and wi nged 
and mobile and primarily concerned with the black man 1 s status 
in the sun today a nd tomorrow. Wherea.s the Negro poetry 
of three decades ago looked back in form c:md content ~ A 
broad full-shoulders' breadth a nd not a crouching s pot at 
a cabin hearth is the vision span of the age. 
From the earliest Negro verse on American shores--
Phillis Wheatley's eighteenth century song of "freedom 
array 1d with charms divine, 11 black poets have sung for 
wha t James Weldon Johnson has ma de the soul-c ry of his 
11 Negro National Anthem, 11 in 
11 VIe have come ovel' a way that with 
tears has been watered 
We have come treading our path th1·o • 
t D. e blood of t h e slaughtered, 
Out from the gloomy past, 
Till now we stand at l ast 
Where the white gleam of our bright 
star is cast." 
Dunbar himself exp r essed longing for a · bo u.~.J. dless 
range in creation is such non-di a lect verse as the simply 
soaring lines of 11 Sympa tny 11 tha t declare, "I know vvha t 
the cag ed bird feels." Others ha ve carried on the cry 
as villages in far-off Africa convey their potent messag e 
by d1'Um beats. 
A gaging waiting , a feeling of wings to be spread as 
t hough fledglings hovered at the nest of fate, a sense of 
boundless sky-stretch of promise, a.n eternal expectancy 
of the 11 Sweet Chs.riot 11 bound for reco g.ni tion in Heaven 
and on earth -- if Ne gro verse is not this ho w shall one 
in t erpl"et the lines of ~.,rank Earshall Davis, 11 Bla ck eyes 
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saw the Pharaohs rise, the Kaiser tumble into the dust, 
Strong ox na.tions whi mper and cry before 
strong er ox na tions •.. 
~nere is Rome of Caesar? What lives but 
t il e dust that covers all? 11 
Or, again, how shall one rise to Oountee Cullen? " 
George Schuyler, novelist and critic says: 11 It 
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seems probable to me that there will always be some colo r ed 
people writing poetry and it stands to reason that some 
of it will be good poetry. Thus, it seems likely that 
colored Americans will enrich Amer ican Li teratu:re in t his 
f ield, an d increasingly so as they become more and more 
emancipated from the sha ckles of psychological inferiority . 
I t hink colored poets contri butions to American poetry will 
be of value to the ~extent t hat they write as Americans and 
not as Negroes. Poets and writers should belong to the 
world and not be restricted by boundaries of group, so-
called race or na tionality. I believe the s ingers worth 
while will be the free spirits unhampered by the burden 
of writing propag<:I.nda. 
Personally I am oppos ed to Neg1·o poets as I am 
opposed to Nordic poets. 11 
Th ese statements are offered without com.'llent. 
The future of Negro poetry is unpredictable. Who can 
say what l i es in t11e l ap o f the gods? 
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